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ABSTRACT 
Given the opportunity by the Federal Communications 
Commission to establish Educayional Television broadcast-
ing stations, there has arisen in the minds of some educa-
tors and other community leaders a question as to their 
ability to cope with the problems inherent in this medium. 
Many question the integrity of teaching by televiaon 
and wonder, again, if it is possible, even, to maintain 
a broadcast schedule to a worthwhile extent. 
Worthily, it has been recognized that program content 
and program availability is the sine qua non of any broad-
casting operation, and that public-service type program-
ming must, to an extent, compete with commercial offerings. 
The financing of a community educational station is the 
number one deterrent, of course, to the existence of more 
stations but, inextricably joined is this problem of 
programming. Hardly does there exist a financial opponent 
who doesn't ask for justification of the finances with 
evidence of adequate progress in program planning and 
execution; and, in fact, the Federal Communications 
Commission requires of education channel applicants 
sample porgram schedules. 
To the investigat6r~ it becomes apparent there are 
three main categories of program sources, classified: 
Network, Film, and Local-live. 
-v-
In this paper it is predicated that the burden of 
programming for a community educational television 
operation will be within the local-live category and, 
proceeding from this premise, it is sought: (1) to estab-
lish if co~~unity resources, people and organizations 
are a sufficient major source of programs; (2) to compile 
a comprehensive listing of consumated program efforts of 
educational organizations representative of this country's 
major geographical areas; (3) to discover if all the 
usual formats have been attempted and if among them there 
are those not best suited to educational television 
programming; (4) to indicate whether or not it is possible, 
in a me§sure, to achieve affinity between television 
student and teacher; (5) to chronicle the empirical and 
scientific research findings relative to successful 
educational television programming; (6) and to suggest 
some additional sources of program ideas and materials. 
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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE OF THE PAPER 
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CHAPTEH I 
PURPOSE OF THE PAPER 
I NTRODUCTION 
1/ 
On June 3, 1952,- the Federal Communications Comm-
ission ruled that 242 television broadcast channels be 
reserved for exclusive use of educational institutions. 
Almost without dissent, this decision was hailed as an 
unprecedented opportunity for the educative growth of 
the American people. 
A few overt dissenters, usually evoking concepts of 
an American mentality of 12 year olds or, Americans pre-
dispositioned to entertai~~ent at any expense, were sum-
marily answered by many. Fulton J. Sheen stated, 
1/ 
2/ 
"The public wants to learn. Human 
nature is incurably curious; we all 
hate to have secrets kept from us. 
Granted this, television will grow 
in a ge and wisdom when it brings to 
the public progr ams by learned men 
who understand their subject so well 
they can explain it to those who know 
nothing about it."2/ 
The Effective Date of the Final Television Allo-
cation Report"--The Sixth Report and Order. 
Sheen, Bishop Fulton J., "What the People Want"; 
Television, November, 1952. 
2 
Others who were unsympathetic to the FCC reservation 
expressed belief that educational television would 
best be served as integr al to commercial operations or, 
that educational television divorced from commercial 
operations would further aggravate some undesirable 
programming patterns. 
Counter-opinion, however, questioned conwercial tele-
vision's ability and disposition to afford educators 
free broadcast time in the face of increasing competi-
tion and, others felt that abusive programming hardly 
could worsen. 
Mrs. Anna Lenn reported: 
1/ 
nT.he gun, the gat, the six-shooter is the 
prime motivator of most 'children's TV pro-
grams'. Life, which we try to portray to our 
children as God-given, mysterious, hallowed, 
is cheaper than cigarette butts in a gutter. 
Not one episode, not one character, not one 
emotion did we see evoked that children might 
emulate to their gain. The tenor of most pro-
grams is ne gation, destruction, death •• 
To what depths has our civilization sunk 
when we permit t he businessmen who use our 
publicly owned airwaves, free of charge, to 
offer such marijuana to b a bes in the sponsored 
names of cereals and bread. What clods have 
we mothers become that we see no de gradation 
in these crime org ies? 
•• If we had our way, we would make it 
compulsory for every •• television official to 
sit down and take ••• punishment we have just 
taken. But every week%" 
Lenn, Anna S., Mrs.; Chairman, Lafayette El-
ementary Schools Commit tee on Mass Communications. 
Report Of Tele-Viewing; A-V & Film World, March, 
1952 
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At this writing, the people of a number of comm-
unities have demonstrated sufficient faith and desire 
to participate in educational television to have pe-
titioned the FCC for use of a reserved channel. Accord-
1/ 
ing to the Joint Cormnittee on Educational Television,-
45 applications have been filed and 29 construction per-
mits already granted. Further, 3 educational institu-
tions already are operating wholly as educational tele-
vision stations, while a fourth, WOI-TV, Iowa State 
2/ 
College, has been on the air since 1950,- operating on 
a nonreserved commercial license. 
'rHE PROBLEM 
To these existing educational and commercial tele-
vision broadcaste rs, and to all who shall follow, the 
basic problem they face is programming for their broad-
cast day. 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
"Television of any type swallows script, ideas, 
production facilities and talent at a staggering 
3/ 
rate."-
Joint Committee on Educational Television; mimeo-
graphed release, sipg le page, Jan. 15, 1954. 
Television Rates and Data, Vol. 35, #11, Nov. 9, 1953 
Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc., Evanston, Ill. 
Richard B. Willey, F.J. Van Bortel; A Conceptual 
Framework For Programming EducationaT Television. 
A-V Communication Review, Vol. 1, #4, Fall, 1953, 
page 252. 
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"Programming. • .may prove a serious 
stumbling block for lack of the enor-
mous volume of material t hat would 
be required and of the . talent necess-
ary to make the best use of it. ."1/ 
"· .it is in the matter of programming, 
however, that the heart of the matter 
lies •• Will there be enough in the way 
of programs to keep the stations run-
ning f'ulltilt? 11 2/ 
Most commercial broadcasters operate on a schedule 
involving at least 15 hours a day, seven days a week.3/ 
They accomplish this with programs categorized as Net-
work originating , Local-live, and Film. 
While there has been no suggestion that educational 
television should attempt to match this log, the larg e 
financial outlay and personal eff ort required, would 
indicate a substantial weekly broadcast schedule for 
educators. 
To maintain it's exhaustive schedule, aside from 
network-originating programs, commercial television sta-
tions use film to a l arg e extent. Probably 28.4%4/of a 
brosdcast day is taken up with film; unfortunately, this 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
4/ 
Bendiner, Robert, "If TV Moved Into The Classroom'', 
N._x. Times Magazine, (March 8, 1953), Pages 9,49,50,51 
Ibid., Page 50. 
Television Rates and Data, op. cit. 
WBZ-TV, FCC Composite Week, 1953: Film, 31.7fo. WJAR-
TV, Film, 26.2%. Correspondence with Program Mana-
gers. Average interconnected network affiliate: 
Film, 27.3%; Broadcasting-Teleasting, July 13, 1953. 
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resource probably shall not be available as readily to 
low-budget educational television. The Program Mana-
ger!/ of one network affiliated station has placed his 
feature film rental costs for one year a t $ 315,000, a 
fi gure some what above that expected to cover all yearly 
operating costs of an educational television station. 
While the cooperative programming project, the Education-
al Radio and Television Center at Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
may offer some r elief in the future through a system of 
ex changes, a recent news release wa s not especially 
encourag ing : 
" •• More than 70 hours of educational t e lec a st-
ing , comprising 16 7 kinescoped programs, have 
been turned over to the (Educational Radio and 
Television) Center during the past month by 
the WOI-TV studios • 
•• The WOI-TV programs were produced during the 
past year under a grant f rom the Fund For Adu l t 
Education." 2/ . 
This contribution of WOI-TV, a station presenting 
edu c ational te l evision programs since 1950, amounts t o 
approximately 73 .5~ of just one wee k 's p rogram of ferings 
by a t ypical co~nercial station. If the nation's most 
e x perienced e ducational telec a ste r s can offer no more 
than this from it's backlog of programs, then it is 
possible it shall be some time before the Educational 
Radio and Television Cent er constitutes a major source 
S\•1an, Gordon W., Program Manager, WBZ -TV, Boston. 
National Citizen's Committee For Educational 
Television; Educational Television News, Jan. 
6, 1954. Pg . 1. 
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of p rogram mat erial. 
Again, the paucity of existing educational stations 
and their remoteness from each other, 1 / would suggest 
that an educational network, even a regional one, is 
in the future. 
Then, to all who anticipate participation in edu-
cational television programming, it would seem desirable 
to rely on community resources, both physical and hu-
man, for the make-up of individual programs and, for 
the cumulative broadca s t log. 
To investigate the feasibility of this proposition, 
the writer has sought, through study, the elements of 
good television production and programming, and has 
established that these questions are basic to the prob-
lem of programming : What already has b een done?; What 
formats were attempted?; What are some sources of pro-
gram ideas and materials?; What are the findings of re-
search relative to successful programming?; Have there 
been attempts at rapport between television teacher and 
audience? 
WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa; KUHT-TV, Houston, Texas; KTHE - TV , 
Los Angeles, California; WYAR-TV, East Lansing, 
Michigan. Joint Committee on Educational Television 
mimeographed page, January 15, 1954. 
7 
THE PROCEDURE 
To answer these and other questions, the writer has 
read the available texts j periodicals, pamphlets, news-
paper articles, and the'se·sconcerned with educational 
television; attended network and local television stag-
ing operations; conferred with Program Mana gers, Educat-
ional Program Directors and Producers in New York City, 
Boston, Mass., and Providence, R.I. Further, corres-
pondence has been held with 41 representative education-
al organizations known to have engaged in television 
activities. 
Although there already exists several compilations 
of successful educational television series, it seemed 
a desirable guide for other programmers, to construct a 
list which indicated, wherever possible, the sub j ect 
matter of individual programs within consummated series. 
Emphasis was placed, then, on obtaining and classifying 
this information and it is thought it may be the major 
contribution of this paper. 
More than 1100 educational television programs 
have been categorized according to audience level, in-
school, or, out-of-school viewing time, and whether the 
programs were for credit, enrichment, or a public 
8 
relations intent; and, the material tre a ted is organ-
ized by field and sub ject areas. 
Then follows: a listing of possible sources in 
a cormnunity for p rogram material; an account of formats 
attempted by educational groups; a recounting of per-
tinent research by television and motion picture in-
vesti gators;; a report of efforts to establish rapport 
between television teacher and aud ience. 
9 
CHAPTER II 
EDUCATI ONAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS LISTED BY 
SUB.r£C T AREA, IN-SCHOOL OR OUT-OF-SCHOOL 
VIEWING, PRODUCING SOURCE, SERIES TITLE, 
AND INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM TITLES 
-10-
AGRICULTURE 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. To qualify for High School 
Diploma. 
s :ource: D. 
HOME GARDENING: STARTING PLANTS series: 
Methods of Propagation (Sexual; Asexual; 
Seed Flats); Grafting Asexual (Cion; 
grafting region; uniting technique; care 
of Cion); Cuttings-Asexual (What is a 
cutting?; Why doe.s it grow?); Trans-
planting Young Seedlings (Why .grow in 
boxes?·; Why transplant?·); Potting Off 
{Potting young seedling p l ants; Potting 
rooted cuttings); Plant Division Asex-
ual ( How Plants Divide ·Themse 1 ve s) ; 
Budding-Asexual (How Budding differs 
from grafting; Timing technique); Lay-
ering-Asexual (How layering differs 
from cuttings; typical examples); He-
potting (Root, or Pot-bound plants; 
normal repotting). 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Enricrunent. 
Source: V. 
GARDENING series: ~orne Bulbs and Bul-
bous Plants; Spring Flowering Shrubs; 
Attention to Annuals; Sturdy June Per-
ennials; Water Gar dens; Roses For All 
(Use Different typeg correctly); Start-
ing Plants for next year; Maintaining 
the Summer Garden; Many Lilies--True 
and False (Learning to Distinguish); 
Caring for Cut-Flowers; Shady Sections 
(Choosing Plants that will grow in 
them); Mainstays of the Summer Garden; 
Evergreens for Everyone; Pavings for 
Various Places (Make Walks and Sitt-
ing-Out Areas Attractive). 
Source: Y. 
DOWN TO EARTH series: 
--- .---.-..... Week; Rodent Control; 
Christmas Decorations; 
Nationa l Flower 
Turkeys; 
Over the Counter 
11 
(Retail Marketing); Christma s Every-
where; From Hoof to Bee.f; What we see 
in '53 (Your Shopping Dollar); More 
Food f or Your Money; Household Use of 
wood{ ? arm Wood Lot and Wood Preservation); 
Dairying in '53; Flowers in the Home; 
Mrs. Fixit; Teenage Girl's Wardrobe; 
What Makes a Good Apple?; Floor Cover-
ing s and their Care; Lawn Care; Chick-
en o.f Today; Practical Tips on Pruning; 
Small Fruits .for the Home Grounds; You 
and Your Dress; Fresh From the Garden; 
Those Unseen Guests (Termites); Youth's 
Friendships (Keeping up with Teenagers); 
Cooking Out-of -Doors; Nature's Gift 
(Milk); Garden Pests (Japanese Beetle, 
Earwigs); Garden Roses; Landscaping 
.for Fun (Garden Walls, Fireplaces); 
Garden Tools, 4-H Horse Clubs (Feeding, 
Managing Light Horses); National Sa.fe-
ty Week; National Vegetable Week; Fun 
with Glads; 4-H and the Fairs; Food 
Preservation; 4-H Opportunities; New 
Laundry Products; Be your own Landl ord; 
Your Chicken Dinner; Underworld of 
Fashion (Foundation Garments); Native 
Fall Fruit; 25th Anniversary of F.F. A.; 
Bulbs and Perennial~ ; Ude o.f Fall Flower s. 
Source: A. 
GRADING series: Eggs; Meat; Poultry; 
Dairy Products; Food Selection, sto-
rage, Preparation; Choo 8i ng and Us-
ing the Varie ties of Frui t s and Vegeta-
ble s; Hous ehold, Lawn and Garden In-
sects and Their Control; Lawn Care, 
Weed Control, Gardening , Flower, Shrub 
Culture; Ne w Uses for Agricultural 
Products; World Agricu lture; Meat 
Inspection; Marketing Marg ins; Con-
sumer Pre.ferences; Home Canning and 
Freezing ; Nutrition and Die t; Meal 
Planning and Menu Suggestions; Health; 
Safety , Hobbies; Rural Electrifica-
tions; Credit .for Farmers ; Soil 
Conserva tion; Forestry, Tree Market-
ing ; Agricu ltural Out look; Demonstra-
tions by Extension Personnel, 4-H Club 
12 
and Future Farmers of America 
Members; Household: Appliances and 
Equipment-their use; care and repair; 
Clothing-designing, making, care and 
mending-for children, adults; Slip 
Covers, Upholstery, Furnishings; 
Stain Removal. 
13 
IN SCHOOL: 
ARITHMETIC 
2nd & 3rd grades. 
2 1 Source: E ; G; E . 
R' FOR ARITHMSTIC series (13 programs; 
30 minutes): Addition, Subtraction, and 
multiplication were presented simply and 
graphically by teachers using visual 
materials with 3 or 4 pupils: Multiply-
ing Tens and Tens and Ones; Division: 
The 1 Sharing' Idea; Counting by Multiples; 
Measuring Time; Making Change, 3rd grade; 
The Doubl es, 3rd grade; Measures, 3rd 
grade. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: 8th grade. 
Source: K. 
SPOTLIGHT ON MATHEMATICS series: The 
Five Regular Solids and How They Gr e w; 
How Big is Big, or, The Road to Infinity; 
Music to Scale; Pl anetarium, Newark Mu-
seum; Geometry, the Designer. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Certificate of Participation. 
Source: C. 
MATHEMA TICS series: Understanding Num-
bers: Their History and Use; History, 
Nature and Uses of Numbers; How to Hav e 
Fun Wi t h Numbers; Functions of the Aba-
cus; Napier's Bones; Slide Rules; Calcu-
lators; Other Devices Used in Computation. 
14 
IN SCHOOL: 
ART 
Elementary. 
Source: G. 
EVERYONE'S AN ARTIST series: Inspira-
tlon for DeSign; Drawing Animals; 
More Design: With Corrugated Paper; 
Everyone's An Arist; Techniques: 
Finger Painting; Potato Printing; Tie -
Dying; Media: Showcard Paint; Cr ayon ; 
Clay; Paper; Drawing Yourself; Draw-
ing Each Other; Making Use of Discard-
ed Cardboard Boxes; Making, Decorating 
Easter Eggs; It's Spring (Painting 
Birds-Own Style, Pennsylvania Dutch 
Style, Oriental Style); Make a Torn 
Paper Picture; You Ought to be in Pic-
tures (Making a Movie Machine for Use 
in Units and Storytelling); We Love 
Her Be st (What Shall We Make For Mother? 
--A Samplert). 
Elementary and Secondary. 
Source; G. 
EXPLORING THE FI NE ARTS series: Mas-
terpieces F'rom Modern French and Other 
Twentieth Century Painting; Remote--
From Dobbins Vocational-Technical 
School; Dramatic Scenes From Macbeth; 
American Printing and Sculpture From 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts; 
Outstanding Artist Explained And De-
monstrated Their Media. 
EXP LORING Tn~ FINE ARTS: DANCE series: 
Ballet Techniques; Choreography ; 
Stylized Ballet; Dance s of the East 
(Classical, Pantomimes; Dance Dramas 
of India, Egypt, and Turke y .). 
15 
Source: E4. 
TRY IT YOURSELF series: Finger Paint-
ing ;--Chrlstmas Cards; Table Decora-
tions ~ Valentines; Winter Landscapes; 
Hooked Rugs. 
Source: Za. 
CRAFTSMEN AND ARTISTS serie s: 
the Cra~tsman-The Potter; How 
Tiles From Plaster; Repeating 
Movement and the Artistts Eye. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Elementary. 
Source: I. 
Meeting 
to Make 
Patterns; • 
SCHOOL FOR THE FUN OF IT: ART series: 
Paper Cut-Outs;--silhouettes; Clay 
Modeling; Party Hats; Party Favors; 
Make a Mobile; Paper Sculpture; 
Paper Masks. 
Source: K. 
ART IN ACTION series: Making a Puppet; 
Art Tn Your Neighborhood; How to 
Paint; Paper Sculpture; Free Figure 
Drawing; Chalk Dra wing . 
Source: H1 and 2 
SCHOOL CRAFTIME series: 
by teachers and students 
relationship between the 
and handicraft projects. 
Demonstrations 
s h owing the 
fundamentals 
PLAYCRAFTERS CLUB series: Specific 
instructions for over 300 projects 
given chi ldren, ages 5-12. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Telecources for Credit. 
Source: C. 
PHOTOGRAPHY s eries: Choice of Camera; 
16 
' 
Subje cts; Lighting ; Comp osition; 
Physics of Lenses; Correct Use of 
Filters. 
INTER IOR DESIGN : THE HOME AND CONTEM-
PORARY LIVING series : New De velopments 
and Contemporary Thought; Balance-Re-
lationsh ips of Furniture; Planning 
the Kitchen ; Selections and Arrange-
ments; House Models. 
CREATIVE ARTIST AT WORK s eries: The 
Art1sts Work in Ter~f Thought Pro-
cesses and Creative Techniques; Paint-
ing; Sculpture; Design ; Music; 
Poetry; Artist Selects His Materials. 
Source: D. 
Adult. Qualify for Evening High School 
Diploma. 
ART AND DRAWING series: Method of 
----Drawing and an Approach to Drawing ; 
The Meaning of Comp osition; An Approach 
to Drawing Thro.ugh Design; The Nature 
of Line; The Nature or Mass; Color; 
The Classical Form in Art; The Roman-
tic Form in Art; Certain Contemporary 
Tendencies in the Arts. 
Source: J. 
Adult. Enrichment. 
EXPLORING THE ARTS series: Art Arou nd 
Us-Exploring the Arts; Growth of a 
Picture; Interpretations or the Same 
Subject; Good Designs of Modern Fur-
niture; New Eng land Architecture; 
Coronation and Royal Pageantry; 
Leonardo Da Vinci Exhibit. 
17 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. To qualify for H.S. Diploma. 
Source: D. 
TV CLASSROOM: BOOKKE~PING · series: In-
troduction to .•• Bookkeeping; Tentative 
Program for ••• lessons; Demonstration of 
a Balance Sheet ••• ;Presentation of Sim-
ple Columnar Paper ••• for Receipts and 
Expenditures; Combined Cash Journal; In-
dividual Bank Reconciliation; Introduc-
tion to Double Entry Bookkeeping; Restate-
ment of the Purpose of the Special Journ-
als Used in Double Entry; Discussion of 
the Place of the Bookkeeper in Business 
Today; ••• Types of Taxe s Witheld from 
the Employee's Pay Check; Benefits Under 
Social Security, It 1 s Relation to Book-
keeping; Bookkeeping for a Partnership; 
Three Lessons: Concerning Federal State, 
Income Tax: How To Make-Out Your Person-
al Return; What Forms to Use; How to 
Compute Deductions; What Items are Tax-
able; What Items are Deductible; Encour-
agement of Questions to be Mailed-in. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Certificate of Participation. 
Source: C. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: RETAILING & THE 
---CUSTOMER: Survey of the Field of Retail-
ing; Retail Operation; Fundamentals of 
the Business for Retailers. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult 
Source: N. 
ECONOMICS series: That Income Tax; For-
e~gn Trade in Omaha; How To Invest Your 
Savings; The Cost of Living Index -What 
Does It Mean? 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. 
Source: P 
18 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES & PRODUCTS: MADE IN 
BUFFALO series (3 months, 30 minutes):--
Featured local industries, products demon-
strated, manufacturing processes shown, 
executives interviewed. 
19 
IN SCHOOL: 
IN SCHOOL: 
OUT OF SCHOOL 
GUIDANCE 
Junior and Senior High. 
Source: E 3 • 
HOW 1 S YOUH SOCIAL I.Q. series: Manners, 
Morals~cial Behavior for TeenAgers; 
Introductions; Dance Manners; Grooming 
for All Occasions; Telephone Courtesy; 
Travel, Theatre Manners; Restaurant 
Manne r s; Table Manners; Concert Behav-
ior; Teen Age Tribunal ( What is Honesty2) 
Cafeteria Capers; Music Manners; A Bill 
of Rights (Code of Courtesy at Home); 
Choosing a Career; Canons of Conduct 
(Thomas Jefferson's letters to his child-
ren on rules of Conduct); Prejudices 
(We have them; learn to handle them); 
Interesting People; Let's Go: Travel 
Etiquette; Art Manners: Behavior at Art 
Exhibits; Assembly Manners. 
PHILADELPHIA--WORKSHOP OF THE WORLD ser-
les: Vocational trades-were-demonstrated: 
Upholstering; Baking; Pr~nting ; Hair 
styling; Textiles; Commercial Art. 
High School. 
Source: E 4 • 
CAREER FORUM series: Students learned 
of opportunities from leaders in In-
dustry, Professions and Business. 
8th Grade. 
Source: K. 
HIGH SCHOOL AHEAD series: You and Your 
High School; You and Your Guidance Coun-
selor; You and Your Study Habits; You 
and Your Pattern of Study I; You and 
Your Pattern of Study, II; You and Your 
Extra-Curricula Activities; You and Your 
20 
Out of School Job; You and Your Leisure 
Time; You and Your Library; You and 
Your Self; You and Your School Govern-
ment; You and Your Occupations Class; 
You and Your Future. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: High School. 
Source: E6 • 
CAREERS IN SCIENCE series: Guests from 
an appropriate industry were on hand for 
information on qualifications and job-
training: Aeronautics; Mechanical Ad-
vantages of Machines; Blectronics; Mak-
ing of Synthetic Rubber; Air Pressure; 
Water Analysis; Carbon Dioxide; Dry Ice; 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; 
Electro Magnetic Action; Industrial 
Chemistry; Deturgents; Metallurgy. 
Source: Z. 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE series: Orientation 
to Guidance Services; Agriculture; 
Jewelry; Automotive; Clerical; Textiles 
Public Service; Machine Industry; 
Teaching; Medicine; Religious; Con-
struction; Transport; Communications; 
Distributive Education; Retail Food. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Telecourse for College Credit. 
Source: C. 
LIVING IN THE LATER YEARS; HOBBIES PUT 
TO WORK-series: The Needs and Ability . 
of ~r People; Developing More Than 
One Skill In the Middle Ages; Makes a 
Talent or Craft Pay Off; Financial and 
Psychological Independence. 
THE GROWING BABY serie s: Elements of 
Child Care; ~sical, Mental Well-Being 
From Birth to Five Years (Several Pro-
grams); Important Factors in Baby's 
Growth and Care. 
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OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. To qualify for High School 
Diploma. 
Source: D. 
UNDBRSTANDING YOUR CHILD FROM 5 to 10 
series: At Home With the Family-rn--
1 9 53 (What Parenthood involves; How 
Family Li f e is Different Today); Your 
Child Goes to School (Understanding the 
Child; Helping the Child Make the Most 
of Mental Abilities; Home Life as Pre-
paration for Independent Living; Do You 
Know Your Child's School?); Parental 
Love (Portrayals of Affectionate, Duti-
ful and Smothering Loves; Being a Par-
ent; How to Live: with Children; Under-
standing the Child's Behavior; Getting 
Along in the Family); Do's and Dont•s 
(Family Fun and Discipline); Emotional 
Problems of Growing Up (Fears, Worries, 
Frustrations and Their Outlets); Making 
the Grade as Dad; Developing Citizenship; 
Being a Companion); Health Program; 
Parent-Child Counseling; The Family 
Council (Solving Family Problems; Child-
ren and Money; Radio and Television 
Listening; Pursuit of Hobbies; Your 
Child's Leisure Time; Your Child's 
Responsibility. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Enrichment. 
Source: 0. 
GUIDANCE series: Exploring the Human 
Mind; Learning By Seeing (Audio Visual 
Aids); Mental Health; Curing Reading 
Troubles; Human Relations and You; How 
to Read Faster; The Science of Speech 
Correction; Speech Problems of the Pre-
School Child. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. 
Source: Zf. 
PSYCHOLOGY 231 series: Some Parent-Child 
Relationship Problems; Further Parent-
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Child Relationship Problems; Discussion 
Period; Sexual Problems; Bogus Psychol-
ogies; Points of view i n Psychology. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Enrichment . 
Source: V. 
THE HQ1.1V SHOW series: Millinery; 
Ma king ancrFi tting Slip Covers.; Brush 
Stroke s for Decorati ve Ware; Fitting 
Coat s and Suits; Selecting Clothes 
for Children; Gift Wrapping and Trimm-
ing ; Cake Decorating; Making a Sil-
ver Pin; Pottery Modelling; Design-
ing Hooked Rug s; Furniture Refinish-
ing ; Trying Springs in an Upholstered 
Chair; Flower Arrangement; Planning 
a New Home; Chair Gaining ; Drama tiz-
ing Children's Reading ; Fire Preven-
tion a nd Fire Fighting in the Home; 
Lunch Hour in Mas s achusetts Schools; 
s :.treamlined Sewing Techniques; Block 
Printing ; Shoe Re pairing; Home 
Maintenance; Techniques of Rug Braid-
ing ; Guidance Program in Action; 
Silk Screen Printing; Creative Art 
in Massachusetts Elementary Schools; 
Upholstery; Fabric Decoration; Fash-
ion Acces s ories; Leather Craft; Corn 
Shucks : Woven Pocke tbooks; Braide d 
Mat; Hair Pin Stole; Needlepoint. 
OUT OF SC HO OL: Adult. To qualify for High School 
Diploma; 
Source: D. 
CLOTHING AND MILLINERY series: Intro-
duction to-Glothing (Students Needs; 
selection of pattern and materials; 
planning}; Methods Used in Sewing 
(First Fitting of Dress; Seams; Press-
ing-As you Sew; Special Feature:· 
Make-Overs); Finish the Garment (De-
tails; Collars; Plackets-Zippers; 
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Special Feature: Men's, Boy's Cloth-
ing); Final Cutting (Adjustments ror 
the Dress; Our Dress is Finished; 
Special Feature: Easter Parade ror 
Smal l Fry); Introduction to Mill i -
nery CMaterials used; Equipment 
used to chang e the shapes of hats}; 
Techni que s of Construction (Six basis 
hat shapes; use of Britton; use or 
Beret ) ; How to make Buckram Frames 
(Custom Methods); Trimming a Hat. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult 
Source: zr. 
KNOW YOUR FABRICS series: Synthetic 
Fabrics; Miracle Fabrics; Blends or 
Synthetic and Natural Fibers in Fabrics; 
The Variety or Knitted Fabrics. 
ITS FOUR serie s : Hobby: Knitting; 
Prope r Illumination ror Study; Gemology; 
Preparation or Food ror Home Freezers; 
Make a Wrap-Aroung Skirt; Market Basket 
or the Week; Scholarships in Home 
Economics; Fall Fashion News or Design, 
Colors, Fabrics and Line; Three Ways or 
Using Frozen Ground Meat. 
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LANGUAGE 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Credit. 
Source: R. 
ENGLISH: LIVING WITH LITERATURE series: 
Analysis of Significant Literary Types; 
Individual Great Figures and Works; 
Readings Ranging From the Bible to the 
Modern Short Story; Play~~ights from 
Shakespeare to Eugene O'Neill; Selec-
tions of Great Poems from the Past; 
Contemporary Literature. 
Source: B. 
THE WORLD OF BOOKS series : Book s 
From the Days of Egyp t to 1952; What 
Librarie s Put on Catalogue Cards a n d 
Why; How to Use An Encyclopaedia and 
How to Choose One; Using Dictionarie~ 
To Le arn New Words and How to Pro-
nounc e Old Ones; Look ing Up Peop l e 
in Biographical Tools ; How to Find a 
Quotation or a Poem You Want For a 
Sp ecific Occasion; Book s of Miscell-
aneous Facts and Figures -- The Stuf f 
Quiz Programs Are Ma de Of ; How to 
Find a Magazine Article on Any thing 
From Mo del Kitchens to Progressive 
Jazi; Book Reviews -- Where to Find 
One, How to Ma ke One; Something for 
Nothing--Free and Inexpensive Materials; 
Maps, Guide, Book s, and Other Kinds of 
Directories; Intere sting Libraries 
in Ut ah; How to Read a Book and Take 
Notes on it. 
Source : N. 
DRAMA : Medieval Drama; A Christmas 
M~~er's Play; Home s 2000 Years Ag o; 
The Deb t of the Modern Stage; The 
Gree k s Had a Word For It. 
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IN SCHOOL: 
MUSIC 
Primary. 
Source: E2 • 
R FOR RH'{THM series: Teaching Musi.c 
through Body Movements t o changes in 
Rhythm and Tempo; using Rhythm and 
Melody Instruments, and cre a ting song s, 
tunes, and dances. 
Source: E3 • 
Elementary. 
CHILDREN MAKE MUSIC series: Demonstra-
tlons of the Beginnings of Creative 
Music using Rhythms and Melody Instru-
ments. Songs and Dances were cre a ted. 
3 Source: E • 
Elementary to Secondary. 
HERE'S MUSIC series: Each program was 
built around a story about music and 
illustrated by talented pupils: River 
Music; Unusual Instruments; Ballets; 
Famili ar Operas; Folk Songs, Dances. 
2 Source: E • 
EXPLORING THE FINE ARTS: MUS IC series: 
The Director of Mus~as M.C., intro-
duced guests: Conductor, members of 
the Symphony Orchestra; String Quar-
tette; Woodwing Quintette; Chorus. 
2 Source: E • 
Level not specified. 
FOLK MUSIC series: Americ an Folk 
Music of the Mountains, Rivers, Rail-
roads and Prairies was explained, 
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sung , and p l ayed on the Piano and 
Guit ar. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Elemen t ary to Secondary . 
Source: 
LET'S MAKE MUSIC series: Demonstrated 
the a pproach to te aching Music t hrough 
the use of instruments such a s drums, 
bells, triang les, harmonic a s, and a ccord-
ians at the eleme n tary level; and pro-
gressed to string and brass ensembles 
at the secondary level ••• also the 
teach ing of' vocal music in ••• groups 
at all levels ••• and, in addition ••• 
music was demonstr a ted through rhythm 
activ i ties, song s, games and d ances. 
Adult. To qualify f or Evening High 
School Diploma . 
Source: D. 
TV CLASSROOM: MUSIC s eries: Music in 
the American Presidential Campaigns; 
John Phi lip S,ousa and the American 
March in World Music; American Music 
in World War I; The American Composer's 
Use of Folk Materi a l; · I He a r Americ a 
Sing ing (Thanks g iving Day); S tory 
Music; Our GI•eat Finnish C6us in 
(Sibelius); Musical Toys; The Gre at 
Christmas Carols. 
Source: C. 
Adu lt. Certificate of Participa tion. 
UNDERSTAND ING MUSI C: THE VOC AL ARTS 
series: Background , Evaluations of 
S t andards of Performances in Concert 
Work; Small and Larg e Vocal Ensembles; 
Ope ra; What To Li s ten For in Music; 
Vocal Per f ormance Evaluations ; The 
Method s of Achieving Certain Auditory 
Effects. 
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I N SCHOOL: 
I N SCHOOL: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
and 
HEALTH 
Elementa ry; Junior High 
Source: F. 
JUNIOR ALL AMERICANS: HOW FIT ARE YOU? 
series:~xplained the~agnostic tests 
usedin schools to determine individual 
physical needs of each pupil. 
JUNIOR ALL AMER IC ANS: REMEDIAL PHYSICAL 
EDUCATI~series: Procedures, equipment, 
exercises, to correct round-shoulders; 
spinal curvature; weak arches; overweight. 
Modified sports activites for pupils with 
heart and other conditions also were de-
monstrated. 
JUNIOR ALL AMER ICANS: PLAY BALL series: 
Various-sport skills were-demonstrated. 
JUNIOR ALL AMERIC ANS: ON WITH THE DANCE 
series:--oemonstrations-of folk dances 
and song games. 
Elementary. 
Source: F. 
FIT AS A FIDDLE : HEAR l HEAR! series: 
The Hearing Process;-conditions to be 
Avoided; Care of the Ears; Use of Hear-
ing Aids. 
FIT AS A FI DDLE: LET'S SEE series: The 
Eyes:- How They Work; Importance of Ex-
aminations; Wearing of Glasses; Reading 
Habits. 
FIT AS A FIDDLE: HOW 1 S YOUR HEJillT series: 
SimpTS Explanation of Heart Function; 
Sounds of the Heart; Preventive Care. 
FIT AS A FIDDLE : SMILE OF FOHTUNE series: 
The Teeth; Teeth Structure; Methods to 
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I N SCHOOL: 
Prevent Tooth Decay. 
FIT AS A FIDDLE: TIME TO EAT series: 
Reasons-for Diet; Effects of Diet on 
Health and Happiness. 
All Levels. 
Source: E3 • 
SELF'-HELP IN CIVIL DEFENSE series: First-
Aid; Home Nursing; Retention Drills; 
Safety Measures in Case of Bombing. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Element ary; Junior High; Senior High. 
Source: E. 
FORMULA FOR CHAMP.IONS series ( 44 programs): 
Explained the many values of physical 
education and health programs in the 
Bchools. Showed exercises for: Co-ord-
i~ation; Balance; Grace; Strength; Speed; 
Correc t ive exercises for posture and feet 
defects; effect on the heart of strenuous 
activi t es. 
Professional athletes, Olympic, Co l lege, 
and School boy s and girls of champion-
ship calibre were featured. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Telecourse. 
Source: C. 
FOOD AND NUTRITION series: Fundamentals 
of Food and Nutrition; Diets; Food Fads; 
Food Falla cies; What We Eat and Why ; 
s~ugge stions About Foods For Children; 
Packed Lunches; Latest Developments in 
NNntritional Research. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. 
Source: N. 
DENTAL HEALTH series: Dental Health for 
Tiny Tots; Crooked Teeth (Orthodontia); 
Crime Can Be Solved by Identific a tion of 
Teeth; How Teeth Grow, Decay, and are 
Repaired. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. 
Source: . N. 
TO YOUR HEALTH series: Keeping a Healthy 
Weight; Atomic Injuries; Infections He-
patitis; Child Care; Hearing and the Ear; 
The Story of Blood Transfusion; The Story 
of Cancer; The Story of Diabetes; Your 
Lungs: Cold and Pneumonia; The Human 
Eye; Digestion and Indigestion; Glands 
and Glandular Trouble; Summer Health 
Problems. 
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PUBLI C RELATI ONS 
OUT OF SC HOOL: Adult; all levels. 
Source: Zd. 
TELEVI SION CLASSROOM series: Schools 
and Civilian Defense; Reading a t Round-
tree; Springfield High String Quartet; 
Films for Education; Writing at Jarrett 
JHS; Student Writers and Poets; Film 
Pre sentation; The UN and Geography; 
Springfield High German Band; Music 
Can Be Fun; Story of the Senior High 
Kilties Drum Corps; SHS trip to Paris: 
Student Style Show; Speech Correction; 
Mathematics Fair; Off to School: Moth-
ers Wonder About Preparation for First 
Grade; Developmental Reading : Books, 
Accelerators, Blackboa r ds; Music From 
Lincoln School; Off to School: 6th 
Graders answer 6 year olds questions; 
Elementary School Music; SHS Journal-
ism; Learning During Vacation; Four 
Cle ver Brothers: Weaver School Puppet 
Theatre; SHS Orators; Meeting the Comic 
Book Problem; Learning Le a dership in 
FFA; History of Transportation; Se-
cure the Blessing: Film and Discussion; 
Assignment Tomorrow: Film and Discus-
sion; Saving the Garden Crop: Film 
and Discussion; Education For Democracy: 
Film and Discussion; FFA at the Fair; 
The Teacher: Film and Discu ssion; 
Off to School: Panel of Administrators; 
Skippy and the Thr e e R 1 s: Film and 
Discussion; Me et the Te a cher: Self-
introduction by 39 newcomers to the 
staf f; Handbook for Parents~ Adjusting 
to School a nd Learning Environments; 
Pop Ring s the Bell: Film and Discus-
sion; A Report on Springfield School 
Housing Needs: Pupil Population Growth 
and Proposed Bond Issue; Primary stu-
dents Meet Commun ity Helpers; SHS Vocal 
-i s ts; What the U. N. Mean s to Us; 
Choosing a Voc a tion; Basketball for 
Spectators. 
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TELECAMPUS series: You Can't Argue 
With the Stork; A Fire Prevention Club 
is Born; Our Changing Earth; SHS De-
b a te Tournament; Reading Readiness; 
American Education Week; SHS Concert 
Orchestra Digest; Driver Education; 
Communications, Past and Present; The 
Air Age; Christmas Rhapsody. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. 
Source: U. 
TOOLS FOR LEARN ING s eries: Communica-
tion Tools Available to Today 1 s Class-
rooms; Using the Flannelboard for Read-
ing Readiness; School Library Service; 
The Home Visiting Teacher; A Film Takes 
Us to Switzerland; Le a rning Is Fun In 
'52; The Audio in Audio Visual Educa-
ion; Introduction and Film: The 
6th Chair. 
Source: C. 
TBLETOURS: MICHIGAN REPORT series: 
(85 programs, including some remote 
broadcasts are listed in this series, 
of which these programs are represent-
ative.) 
Student Legislature; Michigan Histor-
ical Collection; Vniversity Mus eums; 
Romance Language Laboratory; Michigan 
Union Opera; Student Publications; 
ROTC Activities on Campus; S.tudent 
Living--Fraternaties and Sororities; 
Audio Visual Center; University Astron• 
omical Obs erva tory; University Admis-
sions; University Debating; Student 
Living : Religious Life; University of 
Blood Bank; Student Living : Dorma tor-
ies; Institute of Human Biology; School 
Public Health; Faculty in World Affairs; 
Institute for Human Adjustment; Univer-
sity in Foreign Lands; University Bi-
ology Station; International Center. 
Source: K. 
THE FOUR R's series: Geeting Ready 
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to Read; Develop ing Ability to Read; 
Discovering Numbers; Devop ing Number 
Concepts; Learning About Our Commun-
ity; Le arning About Our Country; 
S-ource: E. 
AT YOUR SERVICE series: Vocational 
Training; Medical Services; Dental 
Services; Library Services; Counsel-
ing; Teaching the Hard of Hearing ; 
Teaching the Orthopedically Handi-
capped; Teaching the Homebound; School 
Banking; Agriculture Program; Child 
Development Laboratory Program; East 
Stroudsburg Day; Distributive Educa-
tion; Training for the Deaf; Safety 
Education; Music Services: Talent 
Testing and Development of School 
Orchestras. 
Source: E3 • 
SCHOOL REPORTER series: Current news 
of various schools, using film or 
stills and discussion. 
Source: H. 
OPERATION EDUCATION series: Adult 
Education in Oakland Schools; Speech 
Correction; San Lorenzo Elementary 
Schools; San Francisco Public Schools; 
CHAN1~L 8 TV UNIVERSITY series: A 
different Administra tor from San 
Diego's Schools and Cultural Institu-
tions explained it's programs. 
LEARNING '52 series: Los Angeles 
area teachers, students, administrators 
exp lained school activities. 
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IN SCHOOL: 
READING 
1st grade. 
Source: E1 • 
READING: Six for Spelling; Reading Read-
iness in lA; More About Reading Readness 
in First Grade; Experience-Content Read-
inf, 1st Grade (Making experience charts). 
2nd & 3rd grades. 
Source: F. 
R FOR READING series {4 programs, 30 min-
utes): Teachers used charts, cards, en-
large d pages and bla ckboards to build 
stories as a basis for Reading. 
Element a ry & Jr. High. 
Source: F. 
STORYTIME series: Myths and Le gends; 
Folk and F a iry Tales; Mystery and Advent -
ure stories; Old and New Tales; Scien ce 
Fiction; Se a Storie s ; Animal Stories; 
Humorous and Nonsense Stories ; Bible 
S tories; Student Panels (discussion; quiz 
on stories, settings, characte r s ); 
Pictures, Objects Help Tell Some Stories; 
Children's Author's Interviews; Identi-
fications. Source: G: Quizperts: 
Science Fiction Stories; Folk Tale: French 
Canadians Quizperts: Building a Story 
About Puppet, Wissy; Quizperts: Time 
Tested Favorites. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Elementary. 
Source: E1 • 
TELETOWN EXPRl~;ss series ( 36 programs, 15 
minutes): Story-lady, using Disney-like 
station p latform and train, h a d children 
le arn a song, dance, poem and story each 
telecast. 
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Adult. High School. 
Source: Ze. 
LET'S READ BETTER series: Introductory 
Program-=-Areas To Be Covered; Reading 
Speed, I; Reading Speed, II; Reading 
Comprehension; Tachistoscopic Practice -
Numbers; Tachistoscopic Practice -Word s; 
Tachistoscopic Pra ctice -Phras es; Poor 
Reading Habits; Good Reading Habits; Men-
t al Set and Reading ; Reading For Main 
I deas; Building Reading Vocabulary; Con-
tinuing to Improve Reading Speed and 
Comprehension. 
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IN SCHOOL: 
I N SCHOOL: 
IN SCHOOL: 
SCIENCE 
Elementary and Junior High. 
Source: E1 • 
SCIENCE IS FUN series: How Are Movies 
Made?; HOw Do Helicopters Fly?; What 
it a Thermometer?; How Are Houses 
Heated In Winter?; What is the Atmos-
phere?; What Makes the Leaves Green?; 
What Makes Night and Day?; What Are 
Clouds?; All About Shells; What Are 
Solids, Liquids, Gases?; What Causes 
Friction?; What is Magnetism?; Star 
Gazing; How Do Animals Get Ready for 
Winter?; What Causes Sound?; Sim9le 
Machines; World Through the Microe ~ 
scope; Reptiles, Mammals, Amphibians; 
What's in the MirPor?; What is Weight?; 
Things Expand and Contract; Interplan-
etary Travel III; Science Fair Win-
ners; Unseen Worlds; Science Fun 
FoP Vacation Days. 
High School. 
Source: E3 • 
HOW TELEVISION WORKS series: Begin-
ning with simp le Electro-Magetic ex-
periments, the teacher progressed to 
television cameras, control room and 
their operations. 
All Levels. 
Source: E3 • 
A TRIP TO THE ZOO series: Transport-
able anima~were taken to the studio 
by curators and discussed and explain-
ed. Non-transportalbe animals and 
equipment were filmed. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Elementary and Junior High. 
Source: M 
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SCIENCE SKE TCHES s eries: Our Molten 
Core (Earth Molten Core); Skin ofthe 
Earth; YoLmg Scientists (N.H. Science 
Fair Program); Catastrophies-(Earth-
quakes; Tidal Waves; Volcanic erup-
tions; Lightning); Man Harnesses 
Nature; Submarines and Sunken Treas-
ure; Creatures of the Deep; Elements 
From the Sea; Stormy Seas That Blow-
(Man's attempt to control and predic t 
wea ther); Surface of the Sea (Prin-
ciples and Practices of Navi gation); 
Goodby to the Earth; How High is the 
Sky?; A Trip to the Moon; In Outer 
Space. 
SCIENCE SKE TCHES s eries: What is an 
Atom?; Invisible Forces (Gravitation; 
Electricl; Ma gnetic; Mole cules in 
Motion); School Science Contest # 1: 
Kitchen Chemistry; Lead Into Gold 
(Chang ing one element to another); 
Forces of Life (Elements we need to 
survive); Solids, Liquids, Gases; 
Elements We Can no t See (Gases); School 
Science Contest-#2: Atomic Energy; 
H20; Strange Metals; Health in the 
Chemistry Lab; School Science Contest 
#3: Transportation; Transparent Sand 
(Glass); The Family of Corrosives; 
Coin of the Realm (Elements-we trade 
and spend); School Science Contest 
#4: Communication; Make-Believe 
Flowers; Frozen Atoms (The world of 
the very cold); Fascinating Phosphorus; 
School Science Contest #5: Magic of 
Science; Pictures of Silver (The pho-
tographic process); Underwa ter Elect-
ricity; Chemical Magic; Elements of 
the Bomb (Elements nature can't dup-
lic a te); School Science Contest #6: 
The Future: 
OUT OF SCHO OL: All Levels. 
Source: L. 
WONDER WORLD series: Common Sense in 
the Woods; S i gns of Spring ; Aids to 
Navigation (Lighthouse, bells, buoys); 
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Chisel Teeth (the Rodents); The Whip 
of' Flies (Fisherman's Flies); Moon-
tide; The Ear; Sentinels of the Sea 
(Fo~horns; Diaphones); Eggs; The 
Magic Beam (Television); Telescopes; 
Animal Smallf'ry; Archery. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult Telecourses f'or Credit. 
Source: C. 
MAN IN HIS WORLD: HUMAN BIOLOGY series: 
Cell-nevelopment; Food and Digestion; 
Blood and Circulation; Muscular, Ner-
vous System; Heredity; Disease; Man 
in his Environment. 
ASTRONOMY--EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE: THE 
SOLAR SYST.l:!iM series: The Whole Uni---
verse and the Place of' the Sun; Com-
position of the Solar System; Indi-
vidual Objects and Planets; Physical 
Conditions of the Solar System. 
PHYSI CS: MAN IN HIS VVORLD: MODI:;RN 
PHYSI CS series! Important Work in 
Physics Since 1900; Atomic Power; 
Nuclear Fission; Cathode Rays ; Elect-
ronic Microscope; X-Ray; Radar; 
Other Modern Physical Phenomena·. 
ANTHROP OLOGY: PROGRESS OF MANKIND: 
PREHISTORIC TO THE PRLSENT series: 
Archeology; ~thnology; Physical An-
thropology; Man's Physical and Cul-
tural Rise; Skeletal Remains; Tools; 
Art; Other Surviving .l:!ividences. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult Enrichment. 
Source: N. 
CHEMISTRY series: Chemistry in the 
Home; The Chemistry of' Photography. 
Flames and Fumes (Chemical Change); 
The wvonders of Liquid Air. 
BIOLOGY series: Christmas Trees and 
fi":"owe.rs·; Life in a Drop of water; 
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Time For Chow (Food in the Armed Forces); 
Eating to Keep Healthy; A Better Mi-
croscopic Life--The World's Smallest 
Zoo; The Egg and You (Checking Embryo 
Research). 
PHYSICS series: Physics in the Home; 
The Magic ·of Light; Atomic Energy 
for Better Living . 
Source: 0. 
ZOOLOGY: SCIENCE SHOW WINDOW series: 
The Microscope, vUonder Instrument of 
Science; Termites; Insect Friend s 
and Foes; Killer Parasites; Cam-
ouflage in Nature; Bones; Insects of 
Dooryard, Barn, and Grove; Taxonmy; 
Microtomes; Fingerprinting Plants; 
A Chimpanzee Aids Science. 
BOTANY series: Please Pass the Bacteria; 
Using Science to Design Residential 
Grounds; 
PHYSICS series: Lightning; Playing 
Safe With Electricity; Inside the 
Atom; The Elements of Sound. 
SCIENCE SHOW WINDOW series: LIF'E IN 
FLORIDA'S SUB TROPIC AL REGION series: 
Climate of-sGuthern Florida; Southern 
Florida's Geology; Water, B~sis of 
Southern Florida's Life; Mammals of 
Southern Florida; Reptiles of Southern 
Florida; Native Flora of Southern 
Florida; Birds of Southern Flo~ida; 
Fish of Southern Florida; Life on the 
Ocean Bottom; Sea Shells; Butterflies: 
Oceanography; Tropical Plant Propaga-
tion; Science and Seafood Industry; 
Scientific Fundamentals of Sport Fish-
ing; Flood Control in the Everglades; 
Migratory Birds; Paint and Varnish in 
the Tropics; Tropical Fruit Res earch; 
Hurricane Damage; Florida Horticulture; 
Birds of the Eve r g lades; The Geological 
Age of Southern Florida; The Million 
Dollar Worms; Trailing the Giant Tuna; 
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Science Helps the Shrimper; New Fruits 
for Florida; Rapid Reptiles; Gulf 
Stream; Reaction to Environment; Min-
erals from the Sea; Sea Foods and 
Custom; Chain of Life in the Sea. 
Source: J. 
ASTRONOJVIY: CELESTIAL CHIPS series: 
Celestial Chips: Flying Saucers; 
Celestial Chips: Shooting Stars; 
Celestial Chips: Northern Lights; 
Celestial Chips; Rings Around Plants; 
Celestial Chips: Zodiacal Light and 
the Gegenschein. 
CHEMISTRY: THIS CHEMICAL WORLD series: 
This Chemica~rld: Common Properties 
of Matter; This Chemical World: De-
velopment of Cortisone; Architecture 
in Nature. 
BIOLOGY: RESEARCH IN BIOLOGY series: 
Research in Biology! CHncer Research; 
Research in Biology: Biology of the 
Skin; Research in Biology: Methods 
of Animal Locomotion. 
PHYSICS: AN EVENING ON COLLEGE HILL 
serie s: Physics: Early Exp eriments; 
Physics: Properties and characteristlcs 
of Sound; Physics: Elementary Methods 
of Atomic Research; Physics: Science 
of Motion. 
CARTOGRAPHY: AN EVENING ON COLLEGE HILL 
series: Air Force Mapping-Project: ----
History of Maps to the Present; Air 
Force Mapping Project: Map Projection; 
Air Force Mapp ing Proje ct: Aerial 
Photography in Mapping. 
Source: N. 
PHARMACY series: The Prescription, 
the Pharmacy, and You; Drugs and the 
Heart; The Story of Quinine; Syrup 
That Will Keep (Research in Preserva-
tives). 
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NlliDICINE series: A Child's Bones and 
Yours; What's Your Brain Like; Home 
Gare of the Sick; Care of the Newborn 
Baby; X-Ray Pic tures--What You Se e; The 
Rh Factor; Medical Research Keeps You 
Healthy; The Hospital Lab and You; Meat 
Makes Medicine--Story of Liver Ex t ract; 
An Introdu ction To Your Heart; Hearing 
and Seeing the Heart (Demonstration of 
Educational Cardioscope}. 
Source: C. 
ENGINEERING series: Building the Modern 
World; Atom Bomb; The R.ocket; The Jet 
Plane; The Calculating fuachines; Ths 
Suspension Bridge; Petroleum Refin-
ing ; Ma s s Production. 
Source: T. 
SCIENCE series: Elementary Astronomy; 
Human Biology; Our Changing Earth; 
Botany of Cincinnati; Fun In Photography; 
Principles of Elect~icity; Principles 
of Mechanics; How Vo You See?; What 
Do You See?. 
Source: Za. 
SCIENCE series: Muscles At Work; How an 
Aeroplane Staors· Up; Science and the 
Laundry; Danger in the Kitchen. 
ROU1\TD TABLE: MODERN MEDICINE series: Var-
lous medlcal toplcs were discussed byDoc-
tors and guests who used motion pictures, 
models, and mock pati ents to consider the 
heart; physiology; examinations; and 
descriptions of ope r a tions. 
Source: H2 • 
HOW DOES IT WORK series: Teachers and 
students e xp l a ined and demonstrated some 
phase of Biology; Chemistry; Physics; 
Electronics. 
Source: H3 • 
HALLS OF SCIENCE series: Visual lectures 
on somephase of Naval Science; Bacteriol-
ogy; Chemistry; Medical Courses. 
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I N SCHOOL: 
IN SCHOOL: 
IN SCHOOL: 
SOCIAL STUDI ES 
Elementary. 
Source; F. 
DEMOCR!i.CY AT WORK series: You Elect Your 
Lead ers: Accepting Responsibilities of Cit-
izenship; You Do Your Part: Learning To Help 
At Home and School; You Live In Your City: 
Knowing How City Is Governed, Run, P l anned; 
You Help In The Neighborhood: Know all Help-
ers in the Neighborhood; You Need Others: 
How We Depend On Others; You Work For One 
World: Working Toward A One-Family World. 
Source: E3 • 
4th Grade: PHILADELPHIA SCRAPBOOK series: 
An investigation of each community of Phila-
delphia with guests from Historic Shrines, 
Cultural Institutions, Industrial Organiza-
tions, Civic Agencies. Representatives of 
Philadelphia Branch Libraries described 
books for further reading. 
Elementary and Junior High. 
Source: E2 • 
PENNSYLVANIA PAGEANT series: The Historical, 
Cultural and Industrial background. of Penns -
ylvania featuring outstanding Artists, His-
torians, and Civic Leaders. Six programs 
featured New Jersey. Four featured Delaware: 
Delaware--The 'Blue Hen State'; More Histo-
rical High-lights; Chemistry Works For You; 
Our Special Production: Musical Pictures 
of Animals. 
Junior High. 
Source: E 4 • 
BILLY PENN, M.C. s eries : Activities for Civic 
classes-wBre demonstrated: City Government; 
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I N SCHOOL: 
Civic Agencies; Projects of the Chambe r of 
Commerce and Industrial Conc erns. 
Source: E5 • 
GOVERN1ffiNT IN Ar, TION s eries: Head officials 
of the City~overnment explained the work-
ing s of the various depa rtments of g overnment 
Source: ZA. 
CURRENT AFFAIRS series: Lighthouse Keeper; 
Late News Final: Canal Zone; Men Against 
Volcanoes; Black and White in an African 
Village. 
GEOGRAPHY series: Alpine Farm; A Modern 
Dairy Farm; Cod Fishing Off the Newfoundland 
Fishing Banks; Maps and Mountains. 
THE I NDUSTRIAL SCENE series: Fire Service; 
Port of London Authority; My Job; A Job 
With Peop le. 
Secondar y . 
Source: E2 • 
AWffiRICANS ALL s e ries: Pan American Indus-
tries; Flying Down to Rio; All About Brazil; 
Islands of the Americas; Pan-American Sports 
Special Liturgical Program (Events, Rites of 
Holy Wee k ); Pan American Easter; Pan Amer-
ican Dances; Pan American Cities. 
American Quotations; Travel in America; 
American Writers; Famous Philadelph ians; 
American Orators. · 
Source: E 4 • 
THE WORLD AT YOUR DOOR series: Guests from 
foreign countries WBre intervie wed by stud-
ents about the educ a tion, g overnment, and 
industry of their countries. Students also 
sought to bring-out the guest's opinions of 
the u.s. before and after u.s. residence. 
Norway; Japan; Entering the Family of Demo-
cratic Nations; Ceylon; Thailand; The In-
ternational Bank for Reconstructin and De-
velopment; Paki s tan; Chile; Columbia; 
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The Technical Cooperation Administra-
tion; Spain. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: All Levels. 
Source: E1 • 
THEY SHALL BE HEARD se r ies: Our Town 
(City Government); Horizon's Unlimited 
(Fair Educational Opportunities); Sticks 
and St ones (Name Calling ); Chip on the 
Shoulder (Oversensitivity); Two Str i kes 
and Out (Equal Recreational Facilities); 
Bread and Butter (Fair Employment 
Practices) 
· Source: E2 • 
PRESIDENTI AL TIMBER serie s : Network 
kinescopes of residential Candidates, 
1952, being interviewed. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult Telecourses for Certific a te of 
Participation. 
Source 1 C. 
LANDS AND PEOPLE OF THE FAR EAST series: 
Politicai, EconomTC Problems and the 
Society and Culture of China, Japan, 
Korea, and other areas of the Far East. 
DENi OCRACY IN ACTION: PARLIAMENTARY PRO-
. C~DURES series: ParlT amentary Proc~ 
ures; Efficient Handling of Committees; 
Club Business Meetings; National, Inter-
national Parli amentary Procedures; Im-
portance of Democr a tic Functioning in 
Groups. 
DEMOCRACY I N ACTION: P OLITICAL PARTIES 
series: Function of Political Parties; 
Major Parties From Their Grass Roots to 
the Present; Nominations; Political Cam-
paigns; Relation of Political Parties 
to the Government; Guest Appearances by 
Party Workers on the City , State, Nation-
al, level. 
UNDERSTANDING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES serie s : 
Our Vital Resource s ; Natural Resources 
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In Our Modern World; Conservation; 
Proper Management of Our Resources; 
Political and Economic Points of View. 
LANDS AND PEOPL.Ji OF LATIN AMERICA s eries: 
Latin American Geography; Anthropology; 
Art; Colonial History; Mode rn Affairs. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Credit, to qualify for Evening 
High School Diploma. 
Source: D. 
OUR GOVERNMENT AT WORK series: Early 
F'ormation and Organization of the United 
Sta tes Government; The Westward Movement; 
Immigration and Assimilation; The Rise 
of Political Parties; Our Industrial De-
velopment; International Relations; Our 
Constitution at Work; Scientific De-
velopment. 
HISTORY OF SAN DIEGO serie s: The Beginn-
ings; TheHarbor; The Mission; The Pre -
sidio; The Pueblo; The City; The Na tive 
Race; The War and Bounda r y ; The Ba t tle 
of San Pasqual. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Certi f icate or, UniMersity Credit. 
Source: B. 
HISTORY: THE HISTORY OF UTAH series: 
CharacteriStics of F'rontier Utah; The 
Spanish Advance Into the Great Basin; 
Fur Traders and Trappers--Early Utah 
Forts; Explor ers and Surveyors; Salt De-
sert Tra i l s; Mor mon Exodus; Rise of the 
Church and Flight Across Iowa; The Mor-
mon Battalion; Mormon Mi gration to Utah; 
The State of Deseret; The Utah War; 
Mormon Colonization; Agriculture and 
Indu s try in Early Utah. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult Enrichment. 
Source : B. 
I NTERNtiTI ONAL FRIENDS: s eries: TV dramas 
produced in co-operation with the Junior 
League · of ,:)Salt : Lake City •• to show how 
children of other nations live · in to-
day's world. 
Source: N. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE series: Why Vote?; 
Hawaiian Christmas; Cinderella's Magic 
Thanksgiving (Special Entertainment Pro-
gram); The 'Commie' (Tactics of the 
Communists); American Expansion: 1783-
1898; Peace Confrences Yesterday and 
Today; The Future of the United Nations; 
A Villag e in Old England; The Dating 
of Easter and the Calendar. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. College Credit. 
Source: 
STATE AND LOC AL GOVBRNNiliNT series: Our 
Federa~ystem (Four Programs): Nature 
of the States; Location in the Federal 
System; Governmental sphere in which they 
oper a te; Rela tion between Federal Govern-
ment and th~ S t a tes; Political Pattern 
which make s t he Federal System possible. 
State Constitutions (Three Programs): 
Examination of State Constitutions in 
General; How They May Be Amended; Their 
Weaknesses; Obtaining New State Consti-
tutions. 
State Political Parties (Thre e Programs): 
Why Join Political Parties?; What Are the 
Advantages?; What is the Position of the 
Independant Voter?; Why Non-Voting?; How 
Are Parties Organized?; How Are Funds 
Raised?; How Does State Regulate and 
Control Parties?. 
Popular Participation in Po . itics and Gov-
ernment (Four Programs): Vo t ing Require-
ments of Our States; Registrati on Systems; 
Honest and Secret Elections; The Refer-
endum, initiative and recall; Nominating 
Methods. Elections (Two Programs): Types 
of Ballots; Voting Procedures; Selection 
of Polling Places; Election Personnel; 
Use of Voting Machines; Counting and Can-
vassing Votes; Problems of Election 
Conduct. 
Pressure Groups (One Program); Role of 
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Pressure Groups; Techniques and Results; 
The Problem they Present; Solution of 
the Problem. 
Bosses and Machines (Two Programs): 
The Corrup Political Boss and His Ma-
chine; How Such Excrescence Can Become 
Attached To a Democracy; It's Organiza-
tion, Funds, Goals; Devices For Ridding 
the Community of a Corrupt Political 
Machine. 
State Legislatures (Four Programs): Terms, 
Qualifications ,Prereqribdtes , Nominations 
and Elections of Members; Power and Lim-
itations of Sta te Legislatures; Signi-
ficant Criticisms and Re f orms. 
State Legislative Process (Three Pro-
grams): Organizational Structure; Choos-
ing Standing Committees; Their Power; 
Tracing a Bill From Introduction to Pro-
mulgation; Suggestions for Improvement 
of the Legislative Process. 
The Governor {Two Programs): Qualifica-
tions, Nominations, Elections, Powers, 
and Functions of State Governors. 
Adminstrative Agencies (Three Programs): 
A Scrutiny and Study of Recent Trends 
and Developments Holding Promise of Re-
form in This Area. 
Personnel Administration (One Program): 
The creation, operation, goals, problems, 
and solutions of a merit system in state 
government. 
State Finance (Three Programs): Theories 
underlying taxation; Analysis of Princi-
pal Taxes; Making Budgets, Types of 
Budgets, State Indebtedness. 
State Judiciary (Four Programs): Selection 
of Judges; Evaluation of Jury System; 
Major Criticisms of the Stat~ Courts; 
Reforms Proposed to Improve a State's 
Judiciary Assessed. 
County Government (Three Progr ams): A Stud 
y of the structure and examination of re-
forms and improvements which have be e n 
proposed. 
Municipalities and Other Local Units (Four 
Programs): Four Chief Forms of City 
Government; The Nature of Municipal Pro-
blems: Which Form Is Best to Handle 
Problems?; Relations Between City, State, 
and City-County. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. Credit Telecourses. 
Source: C. 
EDUCATION: UNDERSTANDING THE CHILD series: 
Growth, Development at Home and School; 
Measurement of Growth; Physical, Emotion-
al, Social, Mental Areas; Human Relations 
in the Classroom; How Children Grow; Haz-
ards; Other Developments of the Child. 
PSYCHOLOGY: MAN IN HIS WORLD: HUMAN BE-
HAVIOR series;- Bas~Principles of Psy-
chology; Personality Development; Special 
Abilities; Memory and Thinking; Motiva-
tion; Basic Drives; Elements of Human 
Behavior. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. College Credit 
Source: R. 
SOCIOLOGY: PERSONAL ADJUST~~NT IN FAMILY 
LIVING series (l hour programs)-: Psy-
chology of Personal Adjustment; Court-
ship; Marriage Patterns; Child Rearing; 
Problems of Marital Relations. 
OUT ©F SCHOOL: Adult. Certiflicate or University Credit. 
Source: B. 
SOCIOLOGY: COURTSHIP & MARRIAGE: Why 
Prepare for Marriage ?; Maturing Your Per-
sonality; What is Love, Dating and Court-
ship?; Wisely Choosing a Mate; When to 
Marry; Achieving Happiness in Marriage; 
Making Money a Useful Servant; Children 
Enter the Home; Successful Parenthood; 
Resources for Streng themirig t he Family. 
ANTHROPOLOGY: PEOPLE: HOW THEY ACT series: 
Anthropology: What It is and Isn't; 
1,000,000 years of Human History; Cult-
ure- An Idea and a Tool; Kinship is the 
Key; Marriage and the Family; Status, 
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Role, Rank and Position; Religion and 
Magic; Social Control; Culture and Per-
sonality; Anthropology Today and Tomor-
row. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult. University Credit. 
Source: Zc. 
EDUCATION 481: EDUCATION OF RETARDED & 
GIFTED CHITI5REN: What isSpecial Edu-
cation?; Why is Special Education Nec-
essary?; Why Isn't the Same Education 
Appropriate for All Children?; How Do ••• 
Retarded and ••• Gifted Children Differ 
From Normal .•• : Emotions?; Intelligence; 
Personality?; ••• Livelihood?; Ability to 
Learn?; Leadership .•• ?; Citizenship?; 
What is Intelligence?; How is it Me asured?; 
What does ••• IQ Mean?; How is Krio~ledge 6f · 
a Child's Mental Age Helpful to a Parent? 
.•• to a Teacher?; How may (the school 
curriculum provide the best type of ed-
ucation for these children?); What Pro-
vision s Are Being Made ••• in the Public 
Schools?; What Other Agencies Throughout 
the State ••• Provide Services for Retard-
ed and Gifted Children? 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult 
Source: N 
LAW: A Court in Action; The Lie 
Detector; Legal Clinic Offers Aid; 
Due Process of Law; Sociology: The 
Criminal Face (Is There a Criminal 
Face?); Arms and Armor. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: Adult 
Source: P 
THE LAW & YOU series (3 years, · 30 minute 
programs): Actors would dramatize legal 
problems in 15 minute skits; University 
of Buffalo Law Faculty members then would 
discuss the problem. 
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IN SCHOOL: 
ALL AREAS . 
ENRICHMENT & PUBLIC RELATIONS 
All levels. 
Source: E2 • 
BY REQUEST series: Request from teach-
ers and pupils for supplementary mater-
ials on any subject for any grade, were 
fulfilled: 
Map Reading; Clothing Units (4th Grade); 
Animal Study; Folk Dancing; Playing 
the Flute; Beginning Square Dancing; 
Advanced Square Dancing; Correct Us-
a ge: Improving Speech. 
Source: E3 • 
TELE-TERM series: Selected Encyclo-
pedia Brittanica Films, planned for 
different areas and levels, were 
shown. (39 programs). 
Source: Q·. 
VIDEO SCHOOL series: Elementary: 
P airie School (Drama); First Grade 
Handwriting; Math Demonstration; 
Puppetry: Construction and Use of 
Puppets; Interpreting a Trip to the 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts; Second-
ary: Geometry: Construction and Use 
of Easy to Make Models. 
OUT OF SCHOOL: All levels. 
Source: E1 • 
UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR series: Princi-
ples of Investing (Lehigh); City 
Beautiful (Drexel Institute); Modern 
American Poetry (Ursinus); Medial of 
Fine Arts (Temple U.); Understanding 
Economics (Beaver College); Osmics--
the Science of Smells (Penn. Military 
College); Philosophy of Labor Relations 
(St. Joseph's College); Marvels of 
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Modern Medicinals (Phil. Coll. of 
Pharmacy and Science); Psychology in 
the Home (Rutgers); Great Figures in 
English and American Literature 
(Ursinus); 
Source: G. 
UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR: Human Relations 
1n Industry-rDrexeTinstitute); The 
Newer Horizons in Public Health (Phil. 
Coll. of Pharm. and Scil); Mass 
Communications (Temple U.); Human 
Values (St. Joseph's); Fine Arts: You 
Should Know What You Like (Lehigh U.); 
Chemistry: Foods We Eat (Penn. Milit-
ary C.). 
Source: J. 
EVENING ON COLLEGE HILL series: Econo-
mics: R:l.'s Economic Challenge; Ed-
ucation: R.I. Industry and Vocational 
Education; En~lish: "Taming of the 
Shrew"; Mathematics: Models in Math-
ematics to test Mathematical Formulae; 
Naval Science: Batchelor of Arts: 
U.S. Navy; Physical Education: Ath-
letics in Education; Music: Pembroke 
Glee Club; Honor Your Partner (History 
and Demonstration of Square Dancing); 
Public Relations: Interview by Press 
Services of the President of the Univ-
ersity; College Commencements: Past 
and Present; Social Science: "They're 
Watching usn (Panel of foreign students 
discussing their pre-arrival impressions 
of America); Education: Experiment 
in Teaching: Identification and Crit-
icism of Ideas; Astronomy: Eclipse; 
Biology: Skin; Geology: Gems; 
Sociology: Origins of Prejudice; 
Drama: Sock & Buskin Society; Art: 
Modernism; Social Science: Foreign 
Student Panel; English: Readings of 
Christmas Selections; Library Science: 
Lincoln Collection: John Hay Library; 
Public Relations: Brown University 
Fund. · 
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s .ource: c. 
GENERAL INFORMATION series: Political 
Parties: Mainspring of Our Democracy; 
Political Parties: Paving the Way for 
the Candidates; Political Parties: 
Electing the Candidate; Political 
Parties: Some of the Issues; Explor-
ing the Universe: Our Solar System; 
Exploring the Universe: A Trip to the 
Moon; Exploring the Universe: Beyond 
the Solar System; Numbers Around Us--
Geometry; Numbers Around Us: Number 
Systems; Speech in Everyday Life: 
Conversation Types; Speech in Every-
day Life: Parliamentary Procedures; 
Speech in Everyday Life: Public Speak-
ing; Student TV Workshop; Natural 
Resources (Conservation); Drawing and 
Painting; Ceramics; Living in the 
Later Years; Better Fishing in Michigan: 
Trout; Better Fishing in Michigan: 
Big Game Fish; Photography; House 
Construction: Finding the Lot; House 
Construction: Details of Construction; 
Devating; TV Workshop: Indian Craft; 
TV Workshop: Chorography; TV Workshop-
TV and Your Children; Speech Clinic. 
Source: T. 
Psychology: Elementary Psychology; 
Psychology of Teenagers; Art: Free-
hand Drawing; Great Periods in Art; 
Fire and Earth, Ceramics; Music: 
American Jazz; Sociology; Human 
Relations; Guidance: Personal Finance. 
Source: Zb. 
COMIVfUNITY WORKSHOP series: For Expect-
ant Parents; YMCA Jester's Jubilee (A 
Children's Carnival; Telecou~se Preview: 
Architecture for Home Builders; Seattle 
Art Museum: Children's Creative Art 
Classes; The University of Washington's 
Resident Artist Trio; How To Make a 
Watercolor; Two Important Services for 
the Blind ; Arboretum: Good Pruning 
Techniques; Seattle Photographic Salon's 
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Annual Competition; New Techniques for 
Saving Dead Teeth; Cornish School: 
Spring Play for Children; New Hope for 
Cancer Victims; Washington State CD: 
How it will Operate in an Emergency; 
Seattle Art Museum: 18th Century Por-
celains; Suggestions for Donors to Com-
munity Causes; Questions You Have Asked 
About Seattle Public Schools; What Every-
one Should Know About Diabetes; Public 
Library Services for Brides; Paris Van-
quard: Contemporary American Painters 
who Learned in France; Public Schools; 
How to Make Paper Bag Puppets; Legal 
Procedures in Adoptions. 
Source: E 5 
HEREJS HOW series (36 programs, 15 min-
utes): Boys and Girls of all ages de-
monstrated Vocational Activities as, the 
use of Power Sewing Machines, Air Brush, 
Cut-All, Hairdressing, Baking, Dress-
making, Upholstering, Dance, Art, In-
strumental Music, Agriculture and Ani-
mal Husbandry. 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME SOURCES OF PROGRAM IDEAS 
William Hodapp, whose American Inventory series is 
devoted to experimental television programming, has 
written that, 
"··· it is perhaps ••• true that nearly every thinking, 
literate person would have a good television series 
in him if he ••• would bring it forth, organize it, 
11 
and present it in an interesting way ••• " 
He further suggests for program ideas the daily news-
paper and the periodicals, with all of their departments; 
feature articles in magazines, for areas of national 
interest; activities in the immediate municipality, for 
local interest; the world's great storehouse of fiction 
and non-fiction; the index of folk literature; and a new 
combination of old techniques and formulas; for, 
" ••• because an idea has already been used in 
1/ 
2/ 
other media does not mean that it cannot be 
re-used on TV more effectively, more dramatically, 
2/ 
and more dynamically',-
Hodapp, William, The Television Manual, (1st; New York 
1953) I, pg. 54. 
Ibid • , p g • 52 
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And continuing the supposition that the bulk of 
educational television programming must revolve around 
local endeavor, an effort has been made to compile a 
list representative of programming opportunities for the 
community. Such a list is, of course, flexible: in 
particular geographic sections would lie other emphasis: 
within this list, are opportunities for expansion of 
various categories. In any community, though, the library 
£I 
indexes, the local almanac and guides like Becker's 
Fie ld Trip Handbook .should prove invaluable for prime 
prog ramming sources like these: 
3/ 
Accountant's Guild 
Aeronautic Association 
Airport 
Airlines 
Adjutant General 
Animal Hospital 
Antique Shop 
Aquarium 
Arsenal 
Artesian Well 
Art Institute 
Auto Factory(Showroom; 
repair shop, etc.) 
Aviary 
Audubon Society 
Bar Association 
Bakery 
Banking Institution 
Bell Telephone 
Better Business Bureau 
Bird House 
Bicycling Trips 
Boy Scouts 
Botanical Gardens 
Boat Yard 
Brick Yard 
Business Office 
Bureau of the Blind 
Becker, Marshall, Field Trip Handbook, (Dearborn 
Public Schools, Michigan, 950), mimeographed , p g s.l63 
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Camps (Pitch-Your Own; Dairy Council 
OYO,YMCA,etc.) Development Councils 
Capitol Department of Employment 
Camp Fire Girls Department of Corrections 
Cancer Society Docks & Wharves 
Catholic Youth Organication 
Chemical Plant Draft Board 
Churches Driving Trips 
Chamber of Commerce Duck Farm 
Child Welfare Services 
Cider Mill 
City Hall 
Civil Service Commission Election Board 
Civil Defense Electric Signs 
Clothing Manufacturer 
Coca Cola Bottling 
Co-Op (Fishing,etc.) 
Court House 
Construction Co. 
Community Chest 
coast Guard 
Colleges 
Creamery 
Craft-Shops 
Garage 
Gardens 
Gas Station 
Garment Manufacturer 
Girl Scouts 
Go1t Course 
Granges 
Greenhouse 
Ice Making 
Ice Cream 
Infantile Paralysis 
Foundation 
Insurance Commissioner 
Internal Revenue Service 
Laundry 
League of Women Voters 
Le gal Aid Society 
Libraries 
Lumber Yard 
Farm 
Farmer's Market 
Federal Building 
Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation 
Federal Housing Admins. 
Fire Department 
Fire Alarm System 
Fish & Game Administration 
Freight Yards 
Frozen Lockers 
Furniture Store 
Furnituee Factory 
Hatchery 
Heart Association 
Historic Streets; 
Buildings; Sites 
Housing Project 
Hospitals 
Jewish Community Center 
Juvenile Court 
Manufacturers 
Market 
Marine Corps 
Meat Packer 
Mental Hygiene Services 
Museums 
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National Guard 
Naturalization Service 
Naval Reserve 
Newspapers 
Paint Factory 
Paper Mill 
Parents League 
Pet Shops 
Pest Control 
Piers 
Picnic Grounds 
Plumbing Shop 
Police Dept. 
Medical Association 
Motor Vehicles Registry 
Observatory 
Quarry 
Radio Station 
Rail Trip 
Railroad Station 
Recreation Facilities 
Rubber Company 
Post Office Dept. Sewage Disposal Plant 
Pottery Making Sportsmen's Clubs 
Poultry Social Security Adminis. 
Probation, Parole Dept. Soldiers Wewrare Division 
Public Assistance Services 
Public Defender Office Stores: Grocery;Hardware; 
Public Utilities Drug; etc. 
Public Health Services State Eaections Board 
Boards 
Commission Toys 
Trade Organizations 
Transportation 
Travelers Aid Society 
Truck Terminal 
Walking Trips 
Warehous·es 
Waterworks 
Weather Bureau 
Woods 
Workmen's Compensation 
Division 
World Affairs Council 
=="'------'"-11=-- --- -----------
State Examining 
State Insurance 
Urpan League 
Veteran's Administration 
Veterans Groups 
Veterinary 
YMCA 
YWCA 
Zoo 
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FORMATS EXPLORED BY VRRIOUS EDUC ATIONAL 
INSTITUTI,ONS 
,. 
' 
VARIETY (in the sense of several kinds of information 
woven into a single program effort) !; Pg. 18 
DRAMATI C (''···because of limitations indigenous to 
amateur productions, this forma t is consid -
ered of limited use") A; Pg. 20 
Drama ••• experimental in-nature, and utiliz-
ing film to help tell the story. ~; Pg. 3 
ILLUSTRATED NEWS ("This format is sometimes the most 
difficult to visualize •• (l) When the infor-
ma tion is •• spot news, advance planning may be 
impossible. (2) When the information is not 
suitable f or 'action' treatment ••• Illustrat-
ed news depends largely on visual aids al-
ready on hand: live objects; stills; flannel-
graphs; film clips.) A; Pg. 24 
DOCUMENTARY (" •• time and eff ort required f or pre-
paring the documentary makes it appear ad-
visab le to limit the nUmb e r of such programs 
to ••• special occasions. A; Pg. 22 
INTl!.RVIEW ("The interview should be used much less 
in •• TV than it has in Radio unless (1) it 
can be effectively visualized (2) it occu-
pies a proportionately small part of the 
total progra.m ••• The success of the inter-
view format will depend to a. greater degree 
on the talent than wi 11 most TV programs.'') 
A; Pg. 25 
(Two or three student visited with the 
physicians and experts and asked questions 
concerning their own health.) F. 
(Guests displayed materials, conaucted ex-
periments; young sters demonstrably curious 
about the world also were featured.) F. 
RODND TABLE DISCUSSION 
moderator) 
(Faculty member served as 
p. 
LE CTURE (with the aid of motion pictures, models 
and participants} P. 
The television cLasses will be similar 
to those taught in the regular classroom, -
with the cameras looking into a roomful of 
students, focussing on the Professor from 
time to time. R. 
DRAMATIZATION (with Faculty discussion following 
presentation of the skits.) P. 
(High School girl acted as 'Femcee'; other 
girls were cheerleaders; skits, visual 
materials were used; original recordings 
were made to introduce each program.} E6· 
(Story-Lady aboard Disney like setting of 
train and station platform; puppets were 
used.) E5• 
(Interview; Discussion; Film Excerpts; Maps; 
Art Objects; Music; Costumes; Languages, 
Native Dances.) E4• 
DEMONSTRATIONS (" •• was almost without exception the 
demonstration type, though here and there 
PANEL 
we used dramatization. We consciously 
sought to avoid the discussion type, though 
a few veered in that direction. However, we 
always used visual devices even then.") N. 
(Panel of teen-agers with guest experts.) E4• 
'Femcee' as Narrator-Pianist-Accompanist. E3· 
Teachers used ~harts, cards, enlarged pages, 
blackboard. E • 
(Quiz program.) E2• 
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CHAPTER 5 
SO~lli RESEARCH FINDINGS 
It should be imp ortant to all associated with edu-
cational television programming to know finding s of cur-
rent practioneers and reconnnendations, made in eithe r a 
practical vein or through controlled experiment, that 
will enhance the learning situation. Fred Villa has 
observed, 
" ••• Every viewer has attended school and shared 
the cormnon experience of formal education. 
With such a common denominator of interest, a 
new approach to learning must necessarily draw 
the interest of many people. If the first tele-
casts are of poor quality because of inadequate 
rehearsal or presentation, interest and respect 
for educational television should and will wane 
rapidly." 1/ 
And Shayon has said, 
"It is not enough just to have educational TV. 
We must demand higher standards of television 
for schools than we dema nd of co1nmercial 
broadcasting . Simply because a program •••• 
is produced under the ausp ices of a college 
or University, it is not exempt from the nec-
essity of being expert and exciting." g/ 
Each organization contacte d for purposes of this 
paper was asked to submit it 1 s observations of what 
elements contributed to it 1 s successful programs; the 
2/ 
Villa, Alfred, "Survey of Present Status and Probable 
Future Trends of Television in Educ a tion Within the 
Boston Stations Area", Unpublished Service Paper, 
M. Ed., Boston University - 1949. p g . 17. 
Shayon, R.L., "Television: Problems and Possibilitie 
National Parent Teachers, (October, 1952). p g . 29 . 
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literature was read .for further indications of the prop-
erties that accentua ted the le a rning potential; from 
the field of motion picture research, too, where over 
200 experimental studies have been conducted in 30 years, 
r e search data dealing with the projected picture and 
voice has been conside red for possible clues it ma y give 
to educational in.fluences in.ferable to television. Ac-
cording to Brooker, 
"An evaluation of television in the classroom would 
not be complete without a consideration o.f the 
relationship between television and audio visual 
education. Certainly, television is pictorial 
communication and so has the educational advant-
ages claimed .for the motion picture medium." 1/ 
The body of television research data seems to be 
concentrated in a measurement o.f behavior patterns be-
.fore and a.fter television viewing: viewing habits; 
program-type preferences; and the ef.fects of television 
on reading , recreation, movie-g oing , home-work, retire-
ment-hour, and brand name consciousness. 
There seems to be .few completed scientific studies 
offering a positive guide to establishing definite pat-
terns .for le arning by television broadcast. There is a 
definite reliance, and I b elieve justi.fyably so, on 
earlier .findings of rela ted modes of communication. 
As addendum, I have inc l ude d a compilation of 
pertinent motion picture data, recently re-evaluated 
Brooker, Floyde E., "How Television is Progressing 
In Schools", School Executive, ( April, 1950), p g . 67. 
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for the Armed Forces by Charles Hoban Jr. and associates 
at the Pennsylvania State College. And here follows a 
summation in general terms, by Swanson, of pr inciples 
from communication research which seem relevant ·to the 
success of educational television; whenever appropriate, 
reference for comparison is made to the addendum: 
" •• 0.) The more a television program reinforces 
the needs and attitudes of people, the more success-
ful it will be. Addendum: Principle of Reinforce-
ment , pg. 1. (2) The more the content of a tele-
vision program reinforces what an individual has 
experienced, the more successful it will b e, Ad-
dendum: Principle of Reinforcement; pg. 1 ; Prin-
cip le of Subjectivity, pg. 3 
(3) The more the content of a television program 
reinforces a need an individual expects to face in 
his near future, the more successful it will be. 
(4) The more the content of a television program 
takes advantage of reinforcement from other media 
and the immediate social situation, the more suc-
cessful it will be. Addendum: Principle of In-
structional Variables, p g . 3 (5) The more the 
content of a television program reinforces needs 
which relate to specific roles, or t h ings we do, 
the more successful it will among those who take 
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these roles. Addendum: Principle of Reinforcement 
pg. 1 · ; Principle of Relevance, pg. 2 Principle 
of Subjectivity, pg. 3. (6) The more frequently 
and the more recently the content of a television 
p rogram reinforces n e eds, the more succe s s f ul it 
will be. (People for get quickly •••• series is bet-
ter than single •••• ) (7) The more a television 
program reinforces needs so individuals will resor t 
t o the theatre, books or to other sources for fur-
t her reinforcement , t he more successful it will b e . 
(8 ) The more immediate or ple a sure-g iving the r e-
war d s of fere d to individuals by t he content of a 
television progr am, the more successful it will be. 
(Content or subject matter is probably the most 
i mpor t ant single factor in attracting and building 
audiences). (9) The more emphasis upon, and use 
of delayed-reward subject ma tter in a program, the 
greater the intellectual ability required of view-
ers. ("I suggest here that the ingenious writer, 
director , and p roducer will find ways to entertain 
a n d to inform".) ( 10) The more the key ideas, 
the ~ajor themes, the essentia l informa tion in a 
television program are transla ted into the photog -
raphy , the more successful the program will be. 
Addendum: Principle of Visual Primacy , p g . 2 ; 
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Principle of Pictorial Context, pg . 3 ; Principle 
of Subjectivity, pg.3 (11) The more informa-
tion and the greater the complexity of ideas in a 
television program, the more intellectual ability 
will be required f or l earning. Addendum: Princi-
ple of Audience Variability, pg . 2 ; Principle of 
Rate of Development, pg. 3 • (12) The more per-
sonalities of performers in a television program 
appeal to individuals, the more successful the pro-
grams will be. Addendum: Principle of Instructor 
Leadership, pg. 4 • • ••• (16) The greater the 
variety in programming of an educational televis-
ion station, the greater the proportion of its 
total possible audience which will be r e a •chedby 
its programs. 1/ (17) The more the camera sees 
the key ideas, information, subject matter, or 
action through the eyes of the audience, the more 
successful the program will be. Addendum: Prin-
ciple of Visual Primacy, pg.2 Principle of 
Pictorial Context; pg.3 ; Principle of Subject-
ivity, pg. 3 It 2/ 
2/ 
Wi lley, Richard R., Van Bortel, F.J., opp cit 
should be a helpful guide. 
Swanson, Charles E., "Guides To Success In 
Educational TV", Adult Education, (March, 1953) 
pgs. 127-133. 
For educational prog rams, the proplem underlying 
a ll others is that of capturing and retaining attention. 
And yet, commercial broadcasters repeatedly say t h at 
desp ite all warnings, educators continue to make too 
f requent use of'talk ' programs. At a Massachusetts 
State Department of Education class at WBZ-TV, Boston, 
Professor Jonathan Karas, one of New Eng l and's most 
succ e ssful television teachers, warned that to preclude 
a s wift chang e of channels, "If you have something to 
show, show it within the first two minutes; or, i f some-
thing is going to happ en, have it happ en within the 
first two minutes." 
Again, from primary sources came other studie d 
opinions of programming techniques that seem to coin -
cide with Princip les of Instructional Film Influences: 
Principle of Reinfor c ement; Principle of Visual 
Primacy; Principle of Pictorial Context: 
" ... Show the story, don't tell it. Television is 
not a stag e or lecture p latf or m ••• If all your 
program has to of fer is word s, you are wasting 
half y our power ••• " 1/ 
" 
As much visual material as possible is used, • • • 
depend ing on nature of the subject and availability 
of props ••• " 2/ 
Demeter, Lee, So Now Youre foflg On Tv, N.Y. : Metro-
p olitan School-study Counci 952} mimeographed pg.l4 
Report: University of Miami Television s e ries, 
Sc i ence Show-Window; mimeographed • 1. 
1/ 
2/ 
tt in preparing for a telecast the teacher will ... 
do well to visualize her presentation ••• " I/ 
n ••• With television on such a competitive basis, 
professors have to do more than just lecture. Vis-
ual aids, props, working models, or "gimmicks" 
have to be used to enhance a lesson and make it 
more than a classroom delivery." 2/ 
n Think in visual terms. The visual takes pre-. . . 
cedence over the auditory in most cases. Time 
spent in preparation and visualization is time 
saved in rehearsal and presentation." 3/ 
"A basic feat of the television medium is its abil-
ity to transmit visual material. Through the use 
of closeups, visual attention can be focused to a 
far greater degree than it 1 s possible in the class-
room. 11 4/ 
". • • '2. Show The Story • • • 5/ 
It Programs with more visual aids ••• seem to . re-. . . 
ceive more au-d-ience response than programs which 
are straight lecture. When a program is primarily 
Report: Minneapolis Public Schools: Video School; 
mimeographed, unnumbered. 
Garrison, Garnet R., "Television At the University 
of Michigan," The Journal of the Association for 
Education ~Radio (January, 1953) p g . 3. 
Report: University of Utah Radio & Television 
Committee; mimeographed, pg. 3. 
Ibid. pg. 4. 
Me Dole, Wana, "Tips for TV Programs", Seattle 
Public Schools, mimeographed, unnumbered. 
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lecture, it requires a much more articulate in-
structor than one which h a s visual aids.~ 1/ 
" 
The most successful classes on Video Sch ool . . . 
have been those in which the pupils made no ref er-
ence to television; ignored the cameras ••• ; acted 
normally as they would in a classroom; carried on 
a natural unrehe arsed discussion; and worked with 
maps, g lobes, charts, books, pictures, animals, 
scientific equipment and other visual symbols". 2/ 
Principle of Instructional Leadership: 
" Select the best possib le program participants • . . . 
Program personne l should be selected (for) their 
ability to enhance the effectiveness of the telecast 
... 3/ 
"··· the Television Office g oes through an intense 
"screening" of the University's faculty in search 
of professors who not only are effective clas sroom 
teachers as well as specialists in their fields, 
but also have a certain degree of "video presence" 
and "showmanship ability". 4/ 
Imel, Kenneth S., "Adult Education Television Ex-
periment", report to the Superintendent, San Diego 
Public Schools, (1953), pgs. 6 & 7. 
Long, Madeline s., Report: Video School, Minne-
apolis Public Schools, pg. 3. 
3/ Demeter, Lee, op. cit, pg. 16. 
4/ Garrison, Garnet R., op. cit; p g . 3. 
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. . . The teacher who just talks and talks is a 
worse failure on television than ••• in front of a 
class. The teacher with the lanquid air, the vague 
eye, the indefinite gesture, fails on the television 
screen ••• most of all, some evidence of being 
alive are important factors in the effectiveness 
of teaching, when it is done in front of the cam-
eras." 1/ 
In further support of the importance of personalities, 
and in an evident plea for firm motivation for the use 
of visual objects, Barnouw has admonished, 
n I hope that (groups getting ready to put on 
• • • 
television programs) will soon discover that their 
most valuable resources are people not things. 
The notion has spread in educational televi-
sion circles that you must not talk for several 
minutes without showing something - a map, chart, 
photograph, cartoon, clipping, i.e., a "visual''· 
••• Margaret Mead, appearing on a ••• discussion 
program, was asked if she would bring some visuals. 
She said: "When are you going to learn that peo-
ple are visual?" ••• 
Educational television's future ••• is in 
Conrad, Lawrence H., Educational 
Forward, report, Montclair State 
Television in Education Project: 
(October, 1952), pg. 35. 
Television Moves 
Teachers College 
2nd printing 
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people. To paraphrase a pioneer broadcast corned-
ian, people are more interesting than anybody." 1/ 
Principle of Rate of Development: 
It Keep the program simple." 2/ 
" 
One idea or subject ••• is preferable • 
••• Each program or idea should be complete with-
in itself ••• " 3/ 
" 1. Keep Your Program Simple " 4/ 
" Television-in-education must concentrate on 
planned points, and must not overwhelm the student 
with a series of surprises.'' 5/ 
Principle of Instructional Variables: 
1/ 
" 
The supplementary bulletin greatly increased . . . 
the effectiveness of the programs, with 7 out of 
10 reporting that they got more help from the tele-
vision demonstration by having the bulletin." 6/ 
" Most teachers thought that study guides would . . . 
Barnouw, Eric, "People, Not Things, Make Good Tele-
vision; The Television Manual, (Hodapp) New York, 
I, (1953r;-pgs. 222-223. 
Demeter, Lee, op. cit., pg. 13. 
Report, University of Utah, op. cit., pg. 1. 
Me Dola, Wana, op. cit., unnumbered. 
Conrad, L.H., ~· cit., pg. 35. 
Finn, J.D., "Television and Education: A Review 
of Research", Audio Visual Communication Review, I, 
#2, (Spring, 1953), pg. 120. 
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have made the programs more effective." 1/ 
" Because of the limitations of broadcast time, it 
was recognized that a great deal of important and 
interesting material on the subjects could not be 
included. Therefore ••• the professors were asked 
to prepare special supplemental materials." 2/ 
"··· devote one or two minutes at the end of the 
program to a summary or review of the ideas and 
materials presented in the broadcast. And, in ••• 
a series, "preview the subject of the next unit 
to motivate continued "tune-in". 3/ 
"A good television program has an (1) effective 
introduction (2} a clearly developed sequence, J 
and a {3) conclusion that brings together ••• the 
impressions the viewer has gained during the 
telecast." 4/ 
Principles of Reinforcement; Principles of Specificity; 
Principles of Relevance; Principles of Audience Vari-
ables; Principles of Subjectivity: 
ll Ibid., pg. 1a~. 
2/ Garnson, Garnet R., ~· cit., pg. 5. 
3/ Report: Univer.sity of Utah, op. cit., pgs. 2 & 3. 
4/ Survey: How To Use Television in School & in the 
Home; Metropolitan School Study-council, New-York, 
TJTib3), mimeographed, pg. 5. 
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" ••• Decide what audience you desire to reach ••• " 
And finally out of his experience is made this final 
observation: 
Perhaps in cognizance of educational television's in-
evitable competition for even a selected audience, 
William Hodapp, Executive Producer, American Inventory 
network series, has warned, 
" ••• it should be emphasized that there can be no 
question but that showmanship must be taken into account 
when programming even purely educational telecasts. A 
good teacher is a good showman, and there need not and 
cannot be a gap between appropriate commercial tech-
niques and the best eaucational results." 1/ 
1/ Hodapp, William op. cit. pg. 228. 
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ATTEMPTS TO ACHIEVE RAPPORT BY 
VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL I NSTITUTIONS ENGAG:rtD I N TELEVISION 
No other problem associated with television broad-
casting has confounded educators as much as that of 
lack of inter-chang e between student and television 
teacher. There has been concern for the integrity of 
television teaching and doubts that the learning situ-
ation truly could be an active one on the part of the 
student~ 
President Millis of Western Reserve University has said, 
"One of the most obvious difficulties to the 
(television) teacher is the lack of a class. 
All of us---know how important it is to the 
teacher to establish rapport between the 
teacher and the student, to watch for that 
puzzled look on the student's face---; the 
reaction of the student to your old stories 
and jokes; those nods, those closed eyes, 
those bored expressions - all the things 
which affect the teacher and the quality of 
his performance. But the teacher by tele-
vision does'nt have that audience and there-
fore misses something immediately." 1/ 
It is generally agreed that the allowable number 
of participants in a television program is limited. To 
telecast the usual classroom situation and presentation 
is to clash with physical and aesthetic limitations 
imposed by the medium. And so there have been various 
attempts to attract and sustain interest, and to have 
1/ Millis, John s·., Formal Education ~ Television, 
Newsom, Carroll V., Editor: ! Television Policy 
For Education, (1st. ed.; United States: American 
Council On Education, 1952), I, pg. 39. 
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educational television achieve one o f it 1 s prime object-
ives: to h a ve television students actively participate 
in the learning situation. 
Willey and Van Bortel have said, "Educational sta-
tions must be instrumental in making doers out of the 
present host of viewers." 1/ 
Here are evidences of what has been done: 
On the Philadelphia Public Schools program, Formu-
la For Champions, boys and girls were invited to join 
the Champions Club and receive an appropriate button 
and certificate. It was required that they write about 
their own participation in a sport activity. E6 " 
Experiments performable at home and in class were 
made available on Science is Fun. E1 • 
Applications were received to participate in the 
tele-programs, and the children were selected to de-
monstrate how to make articles and develop appropriate 
skills; Philadelphia Public Schools: Here's How. E 5. 
Four study plans were available to the . viewers of 
University of Bridgeport telecourses: (1) A free study 
guide upon request. (2) A study guide and detailed 
course syllabus could be had for a small fee. {3) A 
study guide, detailed course syllabus, question cards 
l/ Willey, Richard R., Van Bortel, F.J., "A Conceptual 
Framework For Programming Educational Television", Audio 
Visual Communicat i on Review, I, #4, (Fall, 1953), pg. 253. 
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and textbooks, with a certif icate of participa tion award-
ed upon successful completion of the course. (4) After 
re g istration , at r egular tuition fees, all the above 
ma terials, and u p on succussful completion of the course, 
full college credit. ~· 
Telecourse s were offered for 'Certificate of Partic-
ipation' credit by the University of Michigan. Students 
could register for 7 wee k s at one dollar or, 15 weeks 
at two dollars. Students received weekly printed sup -
plementary materials containing texts of the lessons, 
diagrams, c a rtoons, suggested additional reading s. At 
end of tbe course, examinations were sent to e a ch 
student. C. 
All series were offered for c ertificate of partic-
i pation or, full University of Utah credi t . Students 
received special handb ook s, assigned readings, r egu lar 
lesson assignments and, we re requi red to take fina l 
ex ams. B. 
Brooklyn Colleg e offe r ed a •• home study cours e • • 
The students we re requi red to listen to discus sions, 
r ead supplementary materials, a nd write essays. The 
course carried 2 points of colle ge c redit. Pau l Witty 
reported this in Sch ools and Society. 
At the conclusion of each University of Massachu-
s e tts program, a special of fer wa s made: booklets; 
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seed packets; recipies; handbooks. Y. 
In reference to Creighton University's series, 
Medicine: To Your Health: In order to insure that the 
housewife 's point of view was constantly kept in mind-
since she obviously constitutes the major part of the 
late morning TV sudience-members of the Faculty Wives 
and Women's Club were aske d to sit in on the preparation 
of each program and to participate as questioneers in 
its presentation. N. 
The courses carried ! credit toward the Evening 
High School of San Diego Diploma. Students received 
a letter of instruction for keeping a notebook, sup-
plementary reading lists, course outline, bibliography; 
and, were required to submit their notebooks, and take 
final exams that consisted of one hours' discussion with 
the instructor and one hour written examination. D. 
The format has a classroom of University of 
Bridgeport students; class discu s sions form an import-
ant part of the courses; home viewers participate by 
mailing-in questions and comments. R. 
Viewers of University of Rhode Island programs are 
offered free: Syllabus; bibliography; background essay; 
discussion outline. Als o, two students ask questions 
of the expert guests. Za. 
City College of San Francisco offered viewers of 
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it's "Come To Order" series, providing instruction in 
Robert's Rules of Order, home study guides, and one 
unit of college credit free of charg e following a final 
examination. H; pg. A 13. 
Students, for a tuition fee of $7 for one cre dit 
or $ 12 for 3 units, received one or 3 units of Univer-
sity credit for successful completion of University of 
California's Operation Education: Child Psychology. 
H; pg. A 13. 
California Teacher's Association's program, Who 
Knows This?: The .quiz ••• questions ••• are prepared by 
the student's teachers; ••• such prizes as fountain 
pens and dictionaries, which are donated to the program, 
are presented to the students ••• Home viewers also may 
participate and win a prize if the y ean answer one of 
the curriculum questions. H; pg~ A 16. 
Arizona State College: "To help build interest 
and audience, strong appeals would be made to the view-
er's personal problems in reading . By writing in, he 
could gain expert help in B.olving his reading problems, 
and he could even appear on the program. Viewers would 
be offered reading improvement charts on the first pro-
gram, free of charge, so that they could chart their 
own progress • 
•• Viewers (were)asked to return their charts, so 
that the effectiveness of the progrmas c an be evaluated Ze 
That these varied efforts have a valid purpose and 
success would seem to be implied by J.R. Winnie, Chief, 
Television Production, State University of Iowa, who said, 
11 
••• the big job is not the technical phase of pro-
duction of the televisi on show but it's by-pro-
duct problem of obtaining enough study guides, 
bibliographies and lists of follow-up films to 
use ••• after the show. 1/ 
And again, Finn has reported findings of Wilson and Moe: 
11 
••• the supplementary bulletin greatly increased 
the effectiveness of the programs, with 7 out 
of 10 reporting that they got more helps from the 
television demonstrations by having the bulletin 
••• " 2,J' . 
And finally, President Miilis concludes: 
1/ 
.§/ 
3/ 
"··· as soon as the fan mail (begins) to come 
in, the professor (is} on easy street ••• 
••• When you begin to get 100,200,300,400, 
or 500 fan letters a week ••• you throw out your 
chest and realize there's an audience OP .t there 
and you feel you must not fail them." 3/ 
Winnie, John R., "School Study Indicates Television 
Will Increase Use . of A-V Films", Film and A-V World, 
(Apr_il, 1953} , pg. 224. -- -- --
Finn, J.D., "Television and Education: A Review of 
Research,·" Audio Visual Communication Review, I, #2, 
(Spring, 1953), pg. 120. 
Millis, JohnS., op. cit., pg. 39. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the paper was to explore the feasib-
ility of local educational television progra~ning; it 
was assumed that the burden of educational progra~ning 
shall consist of live telecasts featuring immediate re-
sources and it was sought to establish whether these 
are adequate. 
It was thought necessary to investigate and report 
in as explicit manner as possible, what television pro-
grams educational institutions have been producing, 
what formats they have used successfully, how they have 
achieved rapport with their telestudents, and to report 
research apposite to the advancement of program effect-
iveness. 
The procedure was to correspond with organizations 
known to have produced television prog rams of an edu-
cational nature, and representative of sections of the 
country. This information was sought: a description 
of the content of individual programs within effected 
series; formats attempted and considered suited to ed-
ucational purpos e s; methods dev i sed to elicit active 
te lestudent participation; and, recommenda tions as to 
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what contributed to the most successful programs. 
Thirty-two University, College, School-systems, and 
other educational groups responded with information of 
varying de gree. 
The information supplied by the 32 respondents to 
this study, who submitted evidence of having produced 
over 1000 individual programs, most all of which could 
originate in any community, would indicate that, all 
else being equal, any community allotted an educational 
television channel, probably has the unlimited resourses 
necessary to program the broadcast period. It would 
seem only that, 
"Those areas of the country which hope for an edu-
cational station ••• would do well to s pend the 
intervening time in ana l yzing wh a t would consti-
tute an effective local programming policy. A-
gain, it should be stressed that program content 
••• is the crux of the matter • 
••• The tools at hand should be scrutinized: per-
sona lities, specialties of the area, the unique-
ness of local history, and local contributions to 
the nations welfare." 1/ 
And Davidson Taylor, Director of Public Affairs, NBC, 
feels that, 
"The materials of re a.li ty have an even more import-
ant pla ce in television than they ever had in 
radio. Facts about current events, history, the 
sciences and the arts can be made fascinating on 
television; and, of course, materials of this kind 
are inexhaustible. 
Television uses up material very rapidly. 
It can never completely use up the materials of 
the real world about us." 2/ 
Hodapp, William, ~· cit., pg. 197. 
Taylor, Davidson, The Horizons of Television", 
ibid 2 
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But perhaps the definitive opinion in support of this 
thesis is this one by Willey and Van Bortel: 
"Fortunately the educational and cultural centers 
of the country are in immediate possession of the 
only endless supply of raw materials for televis-
ion programming, namely the arts and sciences of 
our civilization~ These centers possess a virtu-
ally infinite nmnber of ideas for effective pro-
gramming if it is once recognized that the view-
ing audience of average Americans are, by nature, 
inquisitive about the world and the society in 
which they live. This assumption is supported by 
the public response to experimental educational 
programs that have been presented already." l/ 
In conclusion, from the research, both scientific and 
empirical, it would seem these are guides to good ed-
ucational television programming: 
l. Know your audience 
2. Select the teachers most fitted. 
3. Keep programs simple; use only a single idea. 
4. Respect the visual nature of television and 
reinforce the learning by introducing mot-
ivated visual s~mbols. 
5. Be explicit rather than general. 
6. Summarize, review and offer supplementary 
materials and information. 
7. Remember the audience is not captive and a 
thoughtful showmanship is probably necessary 
to interest and hold an audience. 
1/ Willey, R.R., Van Bortel, F.J., op. cit., pg. 251. 
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Related Research From Instructional Films 
INSTRUCTIONAL FILM RESEARCH 
1918-1950 
Rapid Mass Learning 
PENN. STATE COLLEGE 
Sponsored by Dept. Army & Navy 
Available from U.S.Dept. 
Commerce, 
Office of Tech. Service 
Wash., 25. 
Part I ••• Values of Instructional Films. 
(l} •• People learn · from films: 
•• factual knowledge, concepts, motor skills, 
attitudes, and opinions. Probably useful 
in achieving appreciations and creative 
imagination, but there is little evidence. 
(2) •• When effective and appropriate films~ 
properly used, people learn more in less time 
and ~ better able to retain what they have 
learned. 
pg ••• (3} •• Instructional films may stimulate other learn-
9-2 ing activities • 
•• as discussions, voluntary readings, in-
v e stigations, art work, and the like. 
(4) .• Certain films may facilitate thinking and 
problem solving. 
(5) •• Appropriate films~ equivalent to at least 
an average teacher, and sometimes ~ to an 
excellent instructor insofar as the instructor's 
function is communicat1ng the~aetS ~ demon-
strating the procedures presented in the film. 
Part II ••• Principles governing the Influence of Films. 
I ••• PRINCIPLE OF REINFORCEIVIENT. ~ •• 
Films have greatest influence when their con-
tent reinforces and extends previous knowledge, 
attitudes, and motivations of the audience. 
They have least influence when~eir content 
~ antagonist1c ~ contrary to the exist1ng 
attitudes and motivation of the audience. 
• • • • • The concept that theMotion Picture is 
pg. an independently e f fective experience is like-
9 -3 ly to be wishful thinking. When the object-
ive of the instruction E reorganization and 
and redirection of behavior, it becomes more 
necessary to reinforce film instruction with 
supporting instructional materials and exper-
iences and a related social environment 
conducive to the learning which films are 
intended, to stimu late 
II ••• Principle of Specificity ••• 
The influence of a Motion Picture is more 
specific than general. 
III ••• Principle of Relevance ••• 
The influence of~ Motion Picture is greater 
pg. when the content of the film ~ directly 
9-3 relevant to the audience reaction that it is 
intended to Influence •••• instructors-6xpec~ 
to find an imp~ovement in arithemtic comput-
9-4 ation as a result of a film portraying the 
social applications of arithmetic; or, increased 
skill in manipulating machinery from a film 
which explains the operating principles of the 
machine. Such expectations lead to disappoint-
ment. 
IV ••• Principle of Audience Variability ••• 
9-4 Reactions .!£ ~ Motion Picture vary with most 
or all of the following factors: Film Litera~, 
Abstrac~Intelligence, Formal EducatiOn,~, 
Sex, Previo~~ Experience with~ subject, and 
prejudice or predisposition toward the subject. 
For Film users, the principle of audience 
variability implies that there is no one method 
of using films which is appropriate to all 
audiences or to every person within an -audience. 
The instructional procedure for using a film 
must be adapted to suit the ability and back-
ground of the majority of a particular audience. 
9-6 V ••• Principle of Visual Primacy ••• 
The influence of ~ Motion Picture ~ primarily 
in the· strength of the visual present a tion1 and 
secondarily, in the narrat~on or commentary. 
It is relatively unaffected .£y "slickness" of 
production as long as meaning is clear • 
••• is consistent with the hypothesis that all 
learning involves individual discovery, that 
discovery itself is in some degree non-communi-
cable, and that communication serves only to 
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facilitate discovery. The picture (still or 
Motion) makes individual discovery possible, 
as does actual situation it portrays • 
pg.9-6 ••• implication for the user is that •••• the 
effect on the audience is more likely to be 
stimulating; discussion, analysis, re-showing, 
and other independent activities are likely to 
Be a tla~ural consequence of film use, rather 
than a routine and sometimes painful require-
ment. 
pg. 
9-6 
VI ••• Principle of Pictorial Context ••• 
An audience reslonds selectively to motion 
prctures, react ng to those things which It 
finds familiar and significant in the pictorial 
context in which the action takes prace. 
9-7 ••• The crucial cues-tor learning a particular 
subject or task should be identified and "built 
into" a film using a suitable treatment. 
Important scenes or interpretations must be 
made to appear important to the audience. 
pg. VII ••• Principle of Subjectivity ••• 
9-7 Individuals respond to ~ motion picture most 
efficiently when the pictorial content is sub-
jective for ~.--- -- ---
•••• an audience becomes involved in a motion 
picture to the ex~ent it can identify itself 
with some or all of the following factors: the 
role of the protagonist or principal characters, 
the personality of the actors, the situations 
portrayed, the obstacles encountered, the:rmis-
takes to be avoided, and the successful r e solu-
tion of the problem or task portrayed ••• 
VIII ••• Principle of Rate of Development •• 
• 
Rate of Development influences the instructional 
impact of~ motion picture~ it's audience • 
••• A slow rate of development in an instruction-
al film is greatly superior to a rapid rate of 
development; ••• 
IX ••• Principle of Instructimnal Variables---
Established instructional techniques properly 
built into the film~ applied £y the instructor, 
substantiallt increase the instructional effec~ve 
ness of a fi m. ----
:::iliSt-or-Instructional techniques, which, !!__ 
pg. 9-8 
pg. 9-8 
properly ~, significantly increase learning 
from films: 
1. Orienting an audience on what it is 
going to see or summarizing what it has seen. 
2. Announcing that a check-up or test on 
learning will be given after the showing. 
3. Repeating the important points (with 
variation) within the film. Showing the film 
more than once. 
4. Conducting audience participation (or 
practice) exercies during or after a film show-
ing. 
5. Informing the learner how much he has 
learned ••• 
The two instructional procedures which 
have been r epeatedly shown to have a critical 
effect on the amount of learning from a film 
are: (1) repetition, either during a film show-
ing or following it. (2) participation or prac-
tice of the relevant behavior, either during a 
film showing or following it. 
x ••• Brinciple of Instructor LeadershiP ••• 
The leadershi~ ~~lities of the instructor 
affect the effic~ency with which his class will 
learn from the film 2£ filmstr~p • 
••• There-Is no evidence that the instructional 
methods or procedure used with films are any 
differen(t . from the methods used with other 
instructi onal media. 
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SOURCES OF PROGRAM I NFORMATION 
A. Department of Agriculture; Program Methods; a report 
on USDA's Television Research Project, February, 
1953. 
B. University of Utah, Extension Division, Radio & 
Television Program Report, 1953, 53, mimeo-
graphed; Page s, 3. 
C. University of Michigan, Television Off ice; August 
11, 1953, Television Report, 1950-53; mimeo-
graphed, unnumbered. 
D. San Diego Public Schools, Department of Adult Ed-
ucation; Report: Adult Education Television Exper-
iment, June 19, 1953 ; mimeographed; Pages, 69 . 
E. Philadelphia Public Schools; Television Schedule, 
Community -School Relations Office: 
1. mimeographed, 1952,53; Pages 7 
2. mimeographed, 1951,52; Pages 9 
3. mimeographed, 1950,51; Pages 7 
4. mimeographe d, 1 9 49,50; Pages 6 
5. mimeographed, 1948,49; Page s 6 
6. mimeographed, 1947,48; Pages 5 
F. Philadelphia School Systems; \11/FIL-TV Studio School-
house Teacher's Manual, 1952,53. 
G. Television in Our Schools; Franklin Dunham, Ronald 
R. Lowdermilk, Off ice of Education Bulletin, #16, 
1952, revised, 1 953. Pages, 34. 
H. Brochure of Background Mater ials; Educational Tele-
vision, Governor's Congerence, December 15,16, 1952 
Sacramento, California. Mimeographed, 112 p ages . 
1. San Diego Teacher's As sociation. 
2. Calif ornia Teacher's Association. 
3. University of Southern California. 
I. Providence, R.I. Public Schools; Public Rela tions 
Office; personal visit; correspondence; scripts. 
J. Brown University; Public Relat ions Office; per-
sonal visit; corresp ondence; mimeographed mater-
ial s , unnumbered. 
K. Newark, N.J., Public Schools, Department of Libra-
ries Visual Aids, and Radio; Board of Education; 
mimeographed, unnumbered. 
L. Boston Museum of Science; Personal visit to Program 
Supervisor, WBZ-TV, and, correspondence. 
M. University of New Hampshire; personal visit to Pro-
gram Supervisor, WBZ-TV, and, correspondence. 
N. Creighton University; Of fice of Radio, Television, 
Department of Speech; Co-ordinator of Television; 
mimeographed materials, unnumbered. 
0. University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida; Radio, 
Television, Film Department; typewritten and ri:dmeo-
graphed ma terials, unnumbered; correspondence. 
P. University of Buffalo; Program Consultant, VffiEN-TV; 
typewritten material, unnumbered. 
Q. Minneapolis Public Schools; Radio, Television Dep art-
ment; Consultant, Radio and Television; Mimeographed 
ma terials, unnumbered, correspondence. 
R. University of Bridgeport; Television Extension Center 
mimeographed, unnumbered; College courses Via TV. 
S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare; U. s. 
Of fice of Education: FREC List of Selected Radio & 
Television Network Programs; Winter quar ter, Jan., 
1953; mimeographed, 13 pages. 
T. University of Cincinnati; Off ice of' the Dean, Tele-
vision Activities, Staff Assistant, in charge, Tele-
vision; correspondence. 
U. Rhode Island Audio Visual Education Association; 
mimeographed, unnumbered. 
V. Massachusetts Department of Education; Division of 
University Extension; correspondence; mimeographed, 
unnumbered; personal visit. 
W. Unpublished thesis, Share, Max; M. Ed., Boston 
College, August, 1953. A Survey of Representative 
Educational 'I'elevision .Programs Designed by Educa-
tional Institutions and Organizations through 
December, 1952. 
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X. British Broadcas t ing Corporation; Report On The 
School Television Broadcasting Pilot Experiment; 
mimeographed, pages. 
Y. University of Massachusetts; U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and County Extension Services; mimeo-
graphed, page s, 2; Teleprograms, November, 1952-
0ctober, 1953. 
z. R.I. Guidance Counsellors Association; mimeographed, 
unnumbered; personal visit. 
Za. University of Rhode Island; mimeographed, unnumbered; 
correspondence. 
Zb. Seattle Public Schools; Television Co-ordinator; 
mimeographed, unnumbered; correspondence. 
Z .. c. Butler University; Department of Public Relations; 
Teleclass Syllabus; mimeographed, 18 pages; unnum-
bered promotional materials. 
-
Zd. Springfield, Missouri Public Schools; Public Inform-
ation Office; Radio and TV Notes; mimeographed, 
unnumbered; correspondence. 
Ze. Arizona State College; Correspondence, mimeographed 
mat erials, unnumb ered. 
Zf. University of Houston, Texas; KUHT Brogram Schedules, 
mimeographed, unnumbered. 
I 
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